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Weather
Today: mostly
sunny with a
high near 70.

College Democrats and College
Republicans lose seat in USG.

Falcon defense to face uphill
battle next season.
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Russians express confidence in Yeltsin

by Alan Cooperman
The Associated Press

MOSCOW - Bolstered by a nationwide vote of confidence. President
Boris Yeltsin revived his pro-Western
foreign policy Tuesday and top aides
began pushing for a new constitution to
strengthen the presidency.
The first official results of Sunday's
referendum showed that 58 percent of
the voters expressed confidence in
Yeltsin and 52.9 percent endorsed his
economic reforms.
Hard-line lawmakers had expected
Yeltsin to lose on the economic question. Intead, the results appear to have
emboldened the 62-year-old president
and his team of reformers.

Yeltsin on Tuesday revived two foreign policy initiatives that had angered
Russian nationalists and were put on
hold before the referendum.
First, he issued a sharp warning to
militant Serbs in the former Yugoslavia, despite howls of protest from lawmakers who consider the Serbs to be
ethnic and religious brethren.
Although he stopped short of endorsing Western military intervention, Yeltsin warned that Russia "will not protect
those who stand in the way of peaceful
accord. ... The U.N. will stand against
Serbian nationalists and any other warring parties who are gambling on
force."

Yeltsin also pushed ahead with plans
to visit Japan, ignoring hard-liners who
fear he may agree to give back four
islands that the Soviet Union seized
from Japan at the end of World War II.
The Foreign Ministry said a highranking envoy, Georgy Kunadze, would
soon fly to Tokyo to prepare for a Russo-Japanese summit. Yeltsin had
planned to visit Japan last fall, but the
trip was canceled because of the dispute over the Kuril Islands, which
Japan calls its Northern Territories.

Shakhrai and the other adviser, civil
rights lawyer Sergei Alexeyev, told a
news conference the new constitution
also would provide a strong legislature
and independent judiciary.

Two of Yeltsin's legal advisers also
called Tuesday for the convening of a
"constituent assembly" to adopt the
proposed constitution that Yeltsin

"I strongly reject the rumors that it is
meant to establish authoritarian rule,
one-man rule, or anything like that,"
Alexeyev said.

released on the eve of the referendum.
Deputy Prime Minister Sergei Shakhrai said the draft version would make
Russia a presidential republic, making
the president Russia's "supreme authority" with power to dissolve parliament under certain circumstances.

Shakhrai and Alexeyev said the constitution would clearly delineate the
powers of each branch of government,
thereby ending Yeltsin's long power
struggle with the Congress of People's
Deputies.
The Congress has opposed Yeltsin's
reforms and steadily cut his powers.
Shakhrai and Alexeyev proposed that
the Congress join with the president,
the smaller Supreme Soviet legislature
and representatives of Russia's 88 administrative regions to create the unprecedented constituent assembly.

See Yeltsin, page three.

Former student
arrested for rape

Cutting Metal Into Stone

by Joe Peltier
police reporter

Thr BG News/Term Tkamaf

Remodeling the Bowling Green City Park, construction worker I ney Tueiday afternoon. The project will be finished within the
Bob Davis cuts up metal sheets for the Stone Shelter House chlm- | week for upcoming events.

A former University football
player who was indicted on a
felony charge last week was arrested Tuesday for allegedly raping a female University student
Saturday.
Former sophomore computer
art major Akili Hutchinson, 20,
461 S. Summit St., was arrested
and taken to the Wood County
Justice Center on $17,500 bond.
Hutchinson, who has been suspended from the University, is
scheduled to appear in the Bowling Green Municipal Court
Thursday.
According to the police report,
Hutchinson allegedly raped the
19-year-old woman in an alley
outside a local bar. He was identified as a suspect by two people
in a police lineup shortly before
his arrest, police said.
He was indicted Thursday on
charges of burglary and sexual
imposition for allegedly entering
an 18-year-old female University
student's residence hall room
April 9 and fondling her as she
slept.
Hutchinson's Bowling Green
arrest record since November
1992 includes assault, assault
with aggravated menacing, burglary and sexual imposition.
The outside linebacker was on
last year's team that captured the
Mid-American Conference
championship.
Director of Women's Studies
Ellen Berry said she thought athletes were especially susceptible
to these kind of crimes.

"There may be certain
behaviors that are in an
athlete that promote
these kind of crimes.
They are the strong
silent type that express
themselves physically."
Ellen Berry, Director of
Women's Studies
"There may be certain behaviors that are in an athlete that
promote these kind of crimes,"
Berry said. "They are the strong
silent types that express themselves physically."
According to Barry, Hutchinson should receive no special
treatment.
"I think he should be treated as
any other man who committed a
sexual crime," said Barry.
However, she did not feel that
imprisoning Hutchinson was
necessarily the answer to the
problem.
"I'm not quite sure that throwing someone in jail will help anything," Barry said. "Attitudes
and behavior have to change as
the culture perpetuates rape."
The coaches are not to blame
for his behavior, Barry said.
"Maybe he was particulary
good at appearing normal, but
the coaches were not very good
at spotting his behavior," Barry
said. "[But] he is obviously a
troubled young man that needs
some help."
Reports from The Associated
Press contributed to this article.

U.S. steps into Arab talks Local man arrested for
Official encourages direct Israeli-Arab negotiation
setting fire to residence

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Secretary of State Warren M.
Christopher held an unprecedented meeting Tuesday with Arab and Israeli negotiators, urging them
to get to the heart of their 46-year dispute.
Christopher's intervention seemed to signal a
more aggressive role in the search for agreement
on Palestinian self-rule and peace between Israel
and three Arab countries that have refused to recognize its existence, Syria, Jordan and Lebanon.
Christopher said while the Clinton administration intended to be "helpful In every way we can,"
the key to a successful outcome was direct negotiations between Israel and the Arabs.
"We'll continue to play the role we have over the
last few months, a partner in the sense of an honest
broker," he said.
Christopher's recent assertions the United
States intended to be a "full partner" had sug-

•

-••■-•

gested the Clinton administration would try to Influence the deliberations as Arab governments and
dovish Israelis had long urged.
As he posed for pictures in a conference room
with the chief Israeli, Palestinian, Syrian, Jordanian and Lebanese negotiators, Christopher said the
United States would not make a specific proposal.
"Direct negotiations is the only way to achieve
peace," he said.
He urged Israel and the Arabs "to focus on the
substance of the negotiations - not process, not
procedure, but to get down to the real substance of
the negotiations."
Taking part in Christopher's session with the
delegation heads was Viktor Gogitidze, a Middle
East specialist in the Russian foreign ministry.
Christopher said he thought it was the first time
a secretary of state had met with the principal neSee Peace, page three

by Joe Peltier
police reporter

A Bowling Green man was arrested Monday for allegedly setting fire April 15 to his former
residence In a local apartment
complex.
Jamie L. Feasel, 20, 414 S. Enterprise St., is being held on a
$17,500 bond at the Wood County
Justice Center on charges of aggravated arson in connection to
the fire that was set In one of the
apartments at Wlnthrop Terrace,
328 Palmer Ave.
Feasel could not be reached for
comment.

According to the police report,
Feasel was arrested following a
confession in the evening of
April 16. When first questioned
at the police station, he said that
he was at a local bar until 5 a.m.,
which would include the time at
which the fire was set.
However, after police checked
his story, an employee said that
the latest anyone could have been
at the bar was 3 a.m.
An occupant who lives below
the apartment where the fire was
set said that he heard noises between 2:30 am. and 3:30 a.m.
"I was up and I heard footsteps
and people banging on the celling," said junior graphic design

major Guy Westfall.
According to the police report,
no one was living at the apartment at the time of the arson.
One of the residents of the
scorched apartment said Feasel
had sublet the apartment from
her at one time. According to the
resident, Feasel did not pay his
rent and left after one month
Feasel reportedly told police
he paid $100 rent and the reason
he left was because the apartment complex did not allow pets.
Prior to the arson, residents of
the apartment reportedly accused Feasel of stealing several
items after he moved out of the
apartment
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Editorials from
around the state
.he (Cleveland) Plain Dealer, April 25:
The contrasts between how New York state
officials resolved the 1971 prison riot at Attica and
how Ohio officials dealt with the uprising at Lucasville are so compelling they cannot be overstated. Ignited by similar prisoner grievances, Attica ended in
a flurry of gunfire when troops stormed the facility.
Two guard hostages died, not at the hands of their
captors, but by friendly fire. In the aftermath, the
words of Gov. Nelson Rockefeller and President
Richard M. Nixon rang hollow.

Distributed by Tribune Media Services

Minorities' problems similar

As the New York Times then editorialized, "It will
be difficult, indeed, to rebut the belief of many on the
scene that more restraint on the part of authorities
and more time to press peace efforts might have
ended the five-day rampage by prisoners at the upstate correctional institution without more killings ~
hostage or convict."

Blacks and Latinos share goals, should combine forces
The major challenge of revitalizing the
democratic movements for democracy and
social justice for America's people of color
is the forging of creative coalitions across
ethnic lines.
The major priority here must be building
of Latin-African-American unity. Yet for
various reasons since the late 1970s, this
effort has been largely unsuccessful.
There are at least four critical issues
which have fostered tensions between Latino and African-American political leaders.
First, after the census of 1990, scores of
congressional districts were reapportioned
to have Latino or African-American majorities or pluralities, guaranteeing greater minority representation in Congress.
However, in cities and districts where Latinos and blacks were roughly divided, or
especially in those districts which blacks
had controlled in previous years but in
which Latinos were now in the majority, disagreements often led to fractious ethnic
conflicts.

At Attica, state officials ran out of patience and
ordered the prison stormed on the riot's fifth day. In
Lucasville, patience was in abundance. As Gov.
George Voinovich said moments after the riot ended,
at no time during the 11-day ordeal was he close to
ordering an assault. At Attica, state officials refused
to negotiate. In Lucasville, negotiators gave the
rioters food they hadn't asked for, a gesture that led
to progress in the talks.
The Marietta Times, April 21:
President Clinton has ordered an investigation of
how the siege was handled. That's only proper considering the seriousness of the Waco tragedy.
Other investigations are also likely as members of
Congress sense the opportunity for additional TV
time.
Doesn't Congress have enough to do? It must have
already solved the national debt, balanced the trade
deficit with Japan and come up with a national
health-care plan that everyone can live with.

Latinos claimed correctly that they were
grossly underrepresented within the political process. Many black middle class leaders
replied that Latinos actually represented
four very different ethnic groups with little
to no shared history or common culture...
Here they are: Mexican Americans, concentrated overwhelmingly in the southwest
states; Hispanics from the Caribbean, located in the northeast and midwest; Cuban
Americans, mostly middle-to-upper class
exiles of Castro's Cuba, and who voted heavily Republican; and the most recent Spanish
speaking-immigrants from Central and
South America.

This government already has a full plate. What this
nation doesn't need now is another showbiz-styled
investigation in which members of Congress try to
play Perry Mason and end up looking like Barney
Fife.
Decisions by Attorney General Janet Reno to bring
the siege to an end were courageous, although perhaps belated. Remember, four federal agents had
already been killed by this move, and authorities believed violence inside the compound had begun to
escalate. She did what she had to do.

Black leaders insisted that Cuban Americans definitely should not be considered an
"underprivileged minority," and as such did
not merit minority set-aside development

programs, affirmative action and equal opportunity programs.
ImmigraUon issues were also at the center
of Latino and black conflicts. Over one-third
of the Latino population of more than 34 million in the United States consists of undocumented workers. Some middle class black
leaders took the politically conservative
view that undocumented Latino workers deprived poor blacks of jobs within the lowest
wage sectors of the economy.
Third, bilingual education and efforts to
impose language and cultural conformity on
all sectors of society such as "English-only"
referenda, have also divided many Latino
and black voters. Finally, there is the factor
of demography. Because of relatively higher

GUEST
COLUMN
Dr. Manning Marable
birth rates than the general population and
substantial immigration, by the year 2010,
Latinos will outnumber African Americans
as America's largest minority group.
Many civil rights leaders and black
elected officials are still accustomed to employing the simplistic "black-white" categories to discuss race relations and become defensive when Latino perspectives and issues
are placed on the political agenda.
The tragedy here is that too litUe is done
either by African-American or Latino
"mainstream leaders" to transcend their
parochialism and to redefine their agendas
on common ground. Latinos and blacks alike
can agree on an overwhelming list of issues
- such as the inclusion of multicultural cur-

ricula in public schools, improvements in
public health care, job training initiatives,
the explosion of public transportation and
housing for low to moderate income people;
and greater fairness and legal rights within
the criminal justice system.
There is also substantial evidence that Latinos continue to experience discrimination
in elementary, secondary and higher education which is in many respects more severe
than that experienced by African Americans.
For example, although high school graduation rates for the entire population have
steadily improved, rates for Latinos have
consistently declined in the past decade. By
1992, the high school completion rate for Latino males had dropped to only 47.8 percent,
the lowest figure ever recorded by the
American Council on Education since compiling statistics 20 years ago.
In 1991, 34 percent of all whites and 24
percent of all African Americans between 18
and 24 years of age were enrolled in colleges. Latino enrollment was just 18 percent.
As of 1992, about 22 percent of the nonLatino population held a four-year college
degree. College graduation rates for Latinos
were only 10 percent as of last year.
Thus, on a major series of public issues educational equality, housing, health care,
jobs, civil rights enforcement - Latinos and
African Americans share a core set of common interests.
What is necessary today is the creative,
visionary leadership which can bridge the
cultural, language and ethnic divisions,
creating a dialogue of mutual respect.
Together, Latinos and Africa Americans
can win the fight for equality and social justice
Manning Marable's column appears
periodically in The Newt.
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Men are also sexually harassed

The BG News, founded in 1920, is published daily
during the academic year and Wednesdays during the
summer session.

To the Editor
I would like to commend Tom
Arundel for his article on sexual
harassment in the April 19 issue
of The News.
Much of my own research In
social psychology has examined
the phenomenon of sexual harassment academia; as Michele
Paludi stated, this topic undoubt-

214 WEST HALL
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO 43403-0726
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Signed letters or columns express the beliefs of
the individual and in no way represent the opinions
of The News.
All readers are encouraged to express their
opinions through letters to the editor and guest
columns. Letters should be 200 -300 words, typed,
contain the writer's telephone number and address,
plus class rank, occupation, major, and home town.
Send all submissiona to Connell Barrett,
Opinion Editor, The BG News, 210 West Halt

Correction
i

In the Tuesday, March 27
edition of The News, in the
Miss Broze pageant story
on page four, Edward Long
was referred to as the
treasurer of Phi Beta Sigma.
Long is actually the
president of the organization

edly needs to get more attention.
I agree that harassment is a
highly upsetting situation for
many individuals; however, I believe it is Important to address
some issues of harassment which
were not included in Mr. Arundel's review.
Foremost, it is Important to
note that sexual harassment in
academia does not happen only to
women.
Whereas it was stated that "30
percent of undergraduate women
are sexually harassed by at least
one of their professors In their
four years at college... " no mention was made of the undergraduate (and graduate) men who experience unwanted advances
from an instructor.
Men as well as women may be
flattered by a professor's attention and later devastated by the
effects of harassment. Just as

male professors are in positions
of power over female students,
female professors maintain the
same role over male students,
thus making men similarly vulnerable to this status differential.
It Is important to recognize
that harassment is sometimes an
issue of power, not of gender. I
hope that Paludi and Associates
take such information Into consideration in their activities at
Consultants in Sexual Harassment
Furthermore, the occurrence
of sexual harassment in academia Is not limited to professors
making overtures to students. In
many cases, students have attempted to initiate romantic or
sexual activity with instructors,
based on reasons and motivations
ranging from genuine attraction
to hopes for a better grade.

It Is only fair to acknowledge
that unwanted advances made to
an instructor by a student can
also be termed as harassment
I strongly support Michele Paludi's statement that "students
must rely on the college to have a
clear policy statement on sexual
harassment, so the alleged perpetrator's outcome is determined
by due process."
Clearly, no one should be subject to unwelcome sexual overtures at any time or in any capacity.
However, in order to provide
adequate policy and action, we
must remove the stereotypes regarding targets and Initiators of
harassment and develop policies
which are applicable to all harassment situations, not just a limited percentage
Romy Nocera
Professor of Gerontology

Campus
April 28,1993
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Peace

Political groups
lose USG seats
byJenl Bond
student government reporter
College Republicans and
College Democrats lost their
organizational senate seats
Monday when Undergraduate
Student Government voted to
confirm seven other organizational seats.
The following organizations
were confirmed for seats:
Delta Sigma Pi business
fraternity, the Lesbian and
Gay Alliance, World Student
Association, Black Student
Union, Campus Escort Service, University Activities
Organization and the Honors
Student Association.
USG senator Matt Fair said
the selection committee tried
to represent the interests of
all students when making
their recommendations.
"The issue about the College Democrats and College
Republicans was that it was
either both or neither," he
said. "We felt they were
already adequately represented here."
Ward One city Councilman
Scott Ziance protested the
decision not to include the
two groups.
"We should have seats because we are two of the most
active political organizations
on campus," he said.
'Together we represent a
large portion of students."
Some senators argued politics does not belong in USG
and both the College Democrats and Republicans are
already represented.
However, senator James Walters said USG is political.
"Ninety percent of the time

Jason [Jackson] does a wonderful Job, but this is not one
of them," he said. "USG Is a
good organization and a political organization, but the two
are not incompatible."
Senator Eric Planey said
representing students, not
playing politics Is what USG
is for.
"Student government must
meet the needs of diverse
students," Planey said. "The
selection was fair and well
thought out."
After debate, the senate
voted to confirm all seven of
the chosen organizations.
However, it was discovered
the committee chosen to pick
the organizational seats was
not voted on by the senate,
making the confirmation of
the senators unconstitutional.
After a lengthy debate, the
senate voted to confirm the
organizational seats despite
the unconstitutionality of
choosing the committee without the senate's approval.
In addition to the confirmation of the organizational
seats, 12 at-large senators,
the cabinet and executive
officers were sworn in. Jason
Jackson and Chad Luckner
took the oath of office as
president and vice-president.

Israel insisted that Syria spell
out its peace terms and Syria
demanded surrender of all the
land Israel won in the 1967 SixDay War.
"There is nothing important to
report today," chief Syrian negotiator Muwaffiq al-Allaf said
after the two sides had met for
two hours. Agreeing, Itamar Rabinovich, who doubles as Israel's
ambassador here and as a negotiator, told reporters: "Much was
not accomplished today."
He said Syria had been "rather
vague" about its peace offer. But,
Rabinovich said, "there is a mutual agreement to move forward."
"We hope this is the beginning
of a nice, good, constructive
round," Salam al-Majali, the
chief Jordanian negotiator, said.
Earlier, Rabinovich had cautioned: "We will not be able to
move forward without getting
that very specific, explicit and
precise definition of peace."
Al-Allaf said the details should
be worked out by the two sides
only after Israel agrees to give
up all of the Golan Heights.
"The only way to achieve comprehensive peace is with complete withdrawal," he said.

Separate talks were renewed
Tuesday between Israel and Jordan, and Israel and Lebanon. Negotiations with the Palestinians
over a self-rule plan for the West
Bank and Gaza were due as well.
Christopher mixed expressions
of "high hopes" with a warning
that opportunities for peace in
the region are fleeting.
"We must all help the peacemakers, not the extremists," he
told a Senate subcommittee.
Al-Allaf and Rabinovich both
said they welcomed the assertion
the United States would be a "full
partner" in the negotiations, and
al-Allaf, speaking in Arabic, added: "We hope this impetus leads
to good and positive results."

That appeared to be a peace
offering to the Congress. Another Yeltsin adviser, Mikhail
Poltoranin, told the ITAR-Tass
news agency that if the lawmakers refuse to cooperate,
Yeltsin will simply bypass them.
The first preliminary official
results of the referendum were
made public by Vasily Kazakov,
chairman of the Central Election
Commission.
Of the country's 107 million
registered voters, 64.6 percent
turned out at the polls, according
to Kazakov. By comparison, just

56 percent of American voters
went to the polls during the election of President Clinton.
The final two questions on the
ballot asked whether Russians
wanted new presidential and parliamentary elections. Under a
Constitutional Court ruling, those
questions required a majority of
all registered voters for passage.
Kazakov said both questions
fell short of that threshold: 32.7
percent of the total electorate
voted for early presidential elections, and 41.4 percent wanted
parliamentary elections.

Fall editorial
staff applications
for

The BG News
are available
in 214 West Hall.
Writing (general assignment and
sports), editing and photography
positions are available.

Apply Now!
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He said Syria was offering
"complete peace" and there was
no better definition than that.
"We are entering this time a
decisive phase in the peace process," he said. "What we hope is
this ninth round does not end
with the same fate as the previous rounds."
Israel had offered to relinquish
territory before the talks recessed in mid-December. Israel declined to say how much of the
land it would give up until Syria
spelled out its peace terms.

The banquet included
several awards for faculty,
administrators and USG
members.

Wednesday Buffet
■ I
APRIL 28

Cotfi. Faculty/ Slafl chaooi»
Ouontum 90/95> accounts occeptod

Continued from page one.
gotiators.

USG also held its annual
awards banquet Monday.
Jackson thanked everyone
for a great year and said he
was very pleased with his
term.

Try our lasty...

McDonald Dining Center
Monday - Friday
4:30-6:30 p.m.

Yeltsin

Continued from page one.
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THETA CHI
1993
BETA 500
Champs
A Tradition Begins ■■
1 993 BETA 500 Team:
Runners
Dave Tedrow, Bob Lewis
Don Nemitz, Sean Williams
Chad Brockschmidt, Ryan Seman

Captain
Karl Kugler
Cart Designer
Bill Koetring
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Judge's behavior Ohio planning new super-prison
causes complaint
The Associated Press

The Associated Press

AKRON - The Southern Christian Leadership Conference is seeking an expanded investigation of Ohio Supreme Court Justice Craig
Wright, alleging he is responsible for ethical misconduct.
Ohio Appeals Judge Rupert Doan, chief justice of state appellate
court judges, presently is heading an investigation of Wright on a
complaint about racial slurs Wright has admitted making.
The Akron Beacon Journal reported in its Tuesday editions that
the civil rights group's complaint was filed on April 8 with the Supreme Court's disciplinary counsel. Warren Bcttis, by the president
of the Dayton SCLC chapter, the Rev. Raleigh Trammell.
Bettis said he could not confirm or deny knowledge of the complaint.
Wright told The Associated Press early Tuesday that he could make
no specific comment.
"I am prohibited by court rules from commenting on anything on
any sort of charges," he said.
When told of some of the specifics of the SCLC complaint, Wright
said, "It's just a rehash of prior things. It's all ancient history and
inaccurate, but I can't comment on that."
The SCLC helped organize a protest march against Wright last
week in which more than 100 activists, including the group's national
president, sought Wright's resignation for admitted racial slurs taped
in a conversation in 1984 with a former court administrator.
The Beacon Journal reported that the complaint accuses Wright of
ruling in favor of Huntington National Bank in cases from 1987 to
1992 without disclosing his financial interest at the time of the hearings.
The Beacon Journal has reported on the stock holdings, but
Wright has refused to release records that would document the extent of his or his family's interests, the newspaper said.

The KEY Yearbook
is now accepting applications
for 1993-94 staff positions.
Interested in writing,
photography, layout, sales?
Contact Andy Haver at 372-8086 for information.

COLUMBUS, Ohio - The state is considering construction of a super-maximum security prison that would house its most dangerous inmates and give guards more
protection, government officials said Tuesday.
"I think it's very likely that we will create
such a unit," said Lt. Gov. Mike DeWine.
The complex could be In a renovated section of the Southern Ohio Correctional Facility in Lucasville, where a deadly riot and
11-day siege ended peacefully last week, or
at another site.
Reginald Wilkinson, director of the Ohio
Department of Rehabilitation and Correction, said he is concerned about the location.
"I think that if we were to build a supermaximum security prison ... it needs to be
closer to a major urban area," Wilkinson
said.
Construction of SOCF in rural southern
Ohio has been criticized because of its distance from big cities that are home to most
prisoners, and its difficulty In recruiting
minority prison employees.

Greenbriar Inc.
224 W. Wooster
352-0717

The Associated Press
SANDUSKY, Ohio - City officials said Tuesday they will continue to enforce a loitering ordinance even though some civil
rights leaders say lt discriminates against blacks.
The Sandusky Human Relations Commission recommended a moratorium on the ordinance until a challenge of a
similar one in Akron has been
heard by the Ohio Supreme
Court. The commission monitors
race relations.
But city commissioners said
enforcement of the order, effective since January, will continue.
"I think right now we would be
doing a disservice to all segments of the population by imUAO

UAO

UAO

UAO

posing a moratorium," Commissioner George Mylander said.
"There are possibilities that
there are some officers who may
be insensitive. Let's pinpoint
those officers and try to work
with them."
The ordinance allows police to
arrest residents for loitering in
areas where drug trafficking is
known to have occurred.
Frances Amison, president of
the Sandusky branch of the
National Association for the Advancement of Colored People,
said the ordinance should clearly
identify drug areas.
He said a committee should review the order.
Some civil rights leaders say
police are using the ordinance to
harass blacks. Some blacks have
said they have been mistaken for
UAO

UAO

UAO

UAO

UAO

| The Spotlight Entertainment Committee H
of Oft® presents

N&J
TOTALLY INTERACTIVE VID
Come to the Northeast Commons on
April 29 from 1 -7 pm and

l{\

earn your
by making your own
Rock video or Mini-Movie!

I FOR MORE INFO. STOP BY THE
UAO

UAO

UAO

UAO

) OFFICE • 330 Union or call 2 2343Kf
UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO

COLLEGE
proudly announce their newly elected officers:

Pete Martone - President
Matt Fair - Vice-President
Michael F. Haynes - Secretary
Jason Sonenshein - Treasurer
Joan Holmes - Public Relations
The CDs would also like to thank outgoing
officers Carrie Kanipe, Kelly Corcoran, &
Michael Brennan for their hard work and
dedication this year!

THE HUMAN RELATIONS COMMISSION
IS PROUD TO ANNOUNCE THE
INAUGURATION OF
THE MIGUEL, ORNELAS HUMAN
RELATIONS LECTURE SERIES
THE INAUGURAL LECTURE

Registratlon this summer.

"HLSPANICS AS THE INVISIBLE MINORITY:
IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATION"

For more Information, contact Sue at the
Hazel H. Smith Off-Campus Student Center,
105D Moseley Hall
(419) 372-2573

WILL BE DELIVERED BY
Ms.

RAQUEL BRAVO SNYDER

ON THURSDAY, APRIL

Presents...

The Affair
from Toledo

Playing such favorites as
Journey's "Any Way You Want It"
and Led Zeppelin's "Misty Mountain Top.'

29, 1993 AT 8:00 P.M.

MCFALL CENTER GALLERY, BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

Be a part from their start?

drug dealers or drug users while certain portion of our community
they were in sections of the city from city hall? I think that is the
considered by police as drug broad picture," Davis said.
areas.
But commissioners said the
Arthur Boyd, an NAACP mem- ordinance has been effective in
ber, said the policy has not been eliminating drug dealing in cerimplemented fairly.
tain neighborhoods. They said
"You have bigots out there they would rather solve comwith badges and guns using the plaints by focusing on individual
same tactics that the gestapo cases of harassment rather than
used on Jews in Germany," he abolishing the ordinance.
said.
Councilman Mike Kresser said
The Human Relations Com- he has heard complaints that the
mission began studying the or- loitering ordinance goes after
dinance after receiving com- small-time drug dealers, while
plaints from residents.
large suppliers go unpunished.
Lacy Davis, commission
He said the ordinance was not
chairman, told the city commis- designed to get large suppliers.
sioners that most of the people
"Our concern is with our kids,
arrested under the ordinance are and that is what the loitering orblack.
dinance is all about," Kresser
"Are we willing to alienate a said.

DEMOCRATS

HELP!!
The Off-Campus Student Center Is
looking for bright, enthusiastic,
energetic, EXPERTS to volunteer
as peer group facilitators for Pre-

"I think it may be a change in what the
public wants to hear right now. Then again,
once the Idea's floated, and no one shot down
the balloon ... then maybe someone says,
'Well, maybe we can do this after all,' "
Shoemaker said.

THE BGSU COLLEGE DEMOCRATS

UAO

Your Home
Away
From Home

Construction costs will be a factor in determining the location of such an institution
that likely would house no more than 500 Inmates, and could carry a price tag of $20 million to $50 million depending on the number
of prisoners housed.
"If it's going to cost three times as much to
build a stand-alone prison as it would to add
to an existing facility, I think that all would
have to be taken into account," Wilkinson
said.
Creation of a super-max unit was not mentioned in previously-announced prison construction plans. However, DeWine said creation of the unit was under discussion within
the department prior to the riot at Lucasville.
Shoemaker said he did not believe endorsement of a super-max prison represented a change in administration philosophy.

Officials defend ordinance

UAO

Check out our
LOW
SUMMER
RATES

Wilkinson and DeWine responded in interviews Tuesday to a proposal from Rep. Michael Shoemaker, D-Bourneville, for construction of a super-maximum security
complex.
Shoemaker advocated the project for
several years, but attention was renewed
last week when the siege was underway at
SOCF, the state's only maximum security institution. Five guard-hostages were released
without a repeat of violence that earlier
claimed the lives of a guard and nine inmates.
Wilkinson said the state does not need another prison similar to the SOCF.
"The need is greater, I think, for what we
call a super-maximum security facility, for
those persons we know are ... dangerous to
the population and potentially to the staff,"
he said.
Super-max prisons allow for indirect supervision in which officers have little personal contact with prisoners.
"Officers are separated behind an enclosed control center. There needs to be
more electronic surveillance, more technological methods of monitoring the population
in this particular unit," Wilkinson said.

THE PROGRAM IS FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC.

TONITC ONLY!!
104 S. MAIN
353-0988

April 28,1993
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South African Hostages threatened
politician dies Costa Rican captive situation 'extremely criticaF
The Associated Press

The Associated Press
PRETORIA, South Africa Andries Treurnlcht, leader of
the pro-apartheid Conservative Party, was buried today
after a poorly attended service that reflected his party's
declining fortunes.
Hundreds of whites lined
the streets as Treumicht's
body was taken next to Hero's
Acre, where many white
leaders are buried. He was
buried near the grave of
former Prime Minister H.F.
Verwoerd, who created apartheid.
"He was our inspiration,"
an elderly man said as the funeral procession passed with
a police escort. A grieving
woman dashed to the hearse
from the crowd with a bunch
of red flowers.
Treurnicht, 72, who headed
the country's second-largest
white party and the official
opposition in Parliament, died
last week after a heart attack.
A former government minister, he broke away from the
governing National Party to
form the Conservatives in
1982 when the first modest
racial reforms were introduced.
"Now at this critical moment in the history of our
land, God has taken him from
us," the Rev. Robus Potgieter
told the service.
The turnout of 2,500 people
for the funeral reflected the
waning power of the Conservatives, who have been unable to halt President F.W. de
Klerk's reforms to scrap apartheid and share power
with the black majority.

As recently as 1991, Treurnicht held rallies attended by
tens of thousands of whites in
Pretoria to support white minority rule. The party had
predicted a large turnout
Tuesday and the service was
televised live.
The Conservatives recently
joined talks with other political parties on preparing a
new constitution. The party
says it wants to partition
South Africa to create a white
homeland, but other major
parties reject the plan.
The Conservatives were
defeated badly in a 1992
whites-only referendum on
whether to continue de
Klerk's reforms. The party's
fortunes have declined as it
became clear that Parliamentary opposition could not halt
the reforms.
Hard-liners are expected to
have more influence within
the party with the likely appointment of Ferdi Hartzenberg as leader. He favors
stronger opposition to de
Klerk, but has stopped short
of calling for armed resistance.
Police said Tuesday they
would seek a court order to
detain a senior Conservative
leader, Clive Derby-Lewis,
for another 10 days in connection with the assassination of
black leader Chris Hani. Derby-Lewis was detained under
security laws for questioning,
but police have not given any
details.
Hani was gunned down
April 10 in his driveway by a
white gunman, setting off
protests and scattered violence by blacks. A member of
a neo-Nazi group was charged
with the killing.

HOWARD'S club H
210 N. Main

352-9951

SAN JOSE, Costa Rica - Gunmen who stormed
the Supreme Court and seized 19 magistrates freed
one Tuesday, but another hostage told a reporter
the assailants had wired their captives with explosives.
Costa Rican and Colombian officials speculated
that the kidnappers who stormed the building
Monday belong to Colombia's Medellin cocaine
cartel and are seeking release of four cartel members arrested in September.
The four gunmen, who called themselves "The
Commando of Death," seized 19 of the 22 justices
and five assistants. Officials say they also are demanding $20 million and safe conduct to a South
American country.
A magistrate identified as Jesus Ramirez walked
out of the main entrance shortly before midday as
dozens of heavily armed police with assault rifles
stood by. He was helped into a police vehicle and
taken to a hospital.
A police official, speaking on condition of anonymity, said Ramirez was suffering from heart
problems. There was no immediate report on his
condition.
Grelvin Moya, a journalist with Channel 7 television, spoke for IS minutes with Chief Justice Edgar Cervantes on the negotiators' open line.
He said Cervantes sounded shaken when he reported that some hostages had been wired with ex-

The Associated Press
WASHINGTON - Six companies that make hearing aids
were told by the government to
tone down their sales pitch
The Food and Drug Administration accused major hearing
aid manufacturers of making
exaggerated and misleading
claims in advertising what their
heavily promoted products can
do.
"These companies have overstepped the line with their advertising," FDA Commissioner
David A. Kessler said in a statement.
He threatened "further action,

10 Years
Experience

you're soaking In if!

UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO

Starting to stress over Finals?
Win a free pizza in m© 's
Pizza Giveaway!!
Where? - Education
Overhang
When? - April 27-28

2

ARPET - JECH

For more
info call:
2-2343 or 2-7161
UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO

$ 6.95 per room
I

352-1669
JJ
uu

=•■ CAII*[»|:

IMIA SlMI

"We're pleased the FDA Is focusing attention on this issue of
advertising claims," said Norrgard, who said it has been a problem for years.
The warning letters, dated
April 16, gave the companies 15
days to comply.

For the Price of a Movie I
tvjj\*».
... 3S?*"
W*

" '

* 5 rooms for \

HgJH APPEARING

(2 room minimum)
$31.95
1
Services Available
pre-conditioning • sanitizer* carpet protector |
Expires May 31,1992

I

SKIP IIAKItY

$2 OFF

Coupon Expires Fri. April 30,1993

5319 Heather-downs Toledo
RmrattOM SuuMtsd
887-8041
Hmramti
nimH/-»iwi
I 24HOUP Ul UM 887-9040

Show Times:
Wed & Thurs: 8PM
Fri & Sat: 8 & 10:30PM

Not valid lor Special Shows

1 coupon per person

^^ Not valid w/Other specials

Pheasant Room Specials
Wednesday
Dinner Special

All You Can Eat

SPAGHETTI - $4.25
19 & Over Welcome!

Located in The University Union
Quantum 90 card accepted alter 4:30 for on-campus students.
Quantum 90 card accepted all day for off-campus students.

Check out our new menu- many new items

352-9222

Beta Thela Pi would like to thank all the fraternities and sororities for
their support and participation in the

500

without your help, this event would have only been a dream!!!
All proceeds benefited the Ronald McDonald House of Northwest Ohio

'humim.

WASHINGTON - Six
weeks before South Dakota's governor was killed in
the crash of a twin-engine
plane, the government's
transportation safety
agency warned aviation regulators the propellers
used by that aircraft - and
thousands of others could
cause a "catastrophic accident."
The National Transportation Safety Board's March 4
letter was the third in seven
months pressuring the Federal Aviation Administration to order inspections of
the suspect propellers. The
letter called the FAA's Inaction an "unacceptable response."
Gov. George Mickelson's
plane crashed April 19 near
Dubuque, Iowa, after the pilot reported engine trouble.
All eight people on board
were killed.
NTSB investigators
found a crack on the mountings that connected a missing propeller blade to the
state-owned, twin-engine
plane. The aircraft used
four-bladed propellers
manufactured by Hartzell
Propeller Inc., of Plqua,
Ohio. An estimated 6,000
propellers of that model are
in use on a variety of commuter and corporate aircraft
The Iowa crash resembled a 1991 incident over
Utica, N.Y., in which a
propeller blade separated
in flight and pierced the
fuselage of a similar Mitsubishi MU-2, officials say.

icans wear hearing aids and millions more suffer hearing loss.
Most of the 1.7S million hearing aids sold last year were purchased by the elderly.
Hearing aids typically sell for
$700 to $1,000, according to Lee
Norrgard of the American Association of Retired Persons' consumer affairs section.

J^ j

17

10:00-3:00
both days
Winners Notified
April 29
Come and sign up it'SlEfiftll

^S

including seizure of the product
from the marketplace," if the
companies fail to modify their
claims.
The companies that received
government warnings included
makers of such familiar brands
as Miracle-Ear and Secret Ear,
and other leaders in the nearly $2
blllion-a-year market for hearing
aids.
No hearing aid "is going to
restore hearing to what it was,"
Kessler said in an interview. "No
hearing aid can allow you to hear
just what you want to hear."
"Many of these devices end up
in bureau drawers," said the FDA
chief.
An estimated 5.8 million Amer-

AFFORDABLE CARPET CLEANING

Wed. April 28th

The Source
518 E. Wooster
352-6886

by Phillip Brasher
The Associated Press

False claims get hearing aid manufacturers in trouble

Big Hunk O' Cheese

Everything Now
60 Vc off

plosives. Cervantes also said explosives were
placed in the building.
Cervantes said the situation was "extremely
critical," and that the gunmen would allow no
other hostages to go free until their demands were
met, even if some fell 1U, Moya reported.
The gunmen and hostages apparently remained
Tuesday on the second floor of the four-story
building.
Authorities have granted the kidnappers'
requests that telephone, power and water not be
cut off, and gave them a radio and a television set.
Four Colombians were arrested in September
during a worldwide crackdown on cocaine traffickers. More than 100 suspects were arrested in
Italy, the United States, Britain, Canada and Costa
Rica, and about 1,100 pounds of cocaine was
seized.
Pressed about a possible Medellin connection to
the gunmen, Foreign Minister Bernd Niehaus said
late Monday: "It's obvious they are foreigners."
He refused to elaborate.
Rolando Lacle, spokesman for President Rafael
Angel Calderon, said Tuesday that he didn't know
the identities of the gunmen. He said their chief
called himself "Charlie."
Local newspapers quoted anonymous Costa Rican officials as saying that the gunmen were Colombian members of the Medellin cartel.
In Bogota, Colombian officials said Tuesday they
believed Colombian traffickers were involved in
the crisis.

FDA warns companies

presents

Clearance Sale
Final Weeks

Agency
reports
airplane
faulty

Congratulations to this years champions --

msjisxssiimiauraim

GET WHAT YOU WANT
R.E. MANAGEMENT
"Quality Off-Campus Housing"
•
•
•
•
•

841 Eighth St.
733Manville
755 Manville
777 Manville
640 Eighth St.

•Summer Rentals
• 825 Third St.
• 317 N. Main St.

• Campus Manor
(505 Clough)

•
•
•
•

313 N. Main St.
701 Fourth St.
615 Second St.
Rockledge Manor
(840 & 850 Sixth St.)

CHECK OUT OUR REDUCED RATES ON SELECTED PROPERTIES

CALL US TODAY
Hurry in - They're going fast!
OR STOP IN FOR BROCHURE
M-F 8 to 5 113 Railroad St
SAT 10 to 2
(next to Kinko'.
352-9302

I
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Loss of ten letter men to hurt 'D'

Line counted on to lead Falcon defense; strongman Dudley to shine
by Mark Leonard DeChant
sports writer
This is the final article in a
three-part series about Bowling
Green Spring Football.

Falcon head coach Gary Blackney has a young defense for the
1993 campaign. Blackney's record as a head coach at BG is 21-3.

Step right up!
That's the invocation Bowling Green head coach Gary
Blackney is offering to his defensive squad for the upcoming
season.
With the loss of ten lettermen
from a defense that held opponents to only 201 points all
season, Blackney and the rest
of the Falcon football squad are
hoping that younger, Inexperienced players will step up
their level of intensity for the
1993 campaign.
If the Spring Football season
was any indication, Blackney
said, the defense should rebound from the loss of five AllConference selections.
"This was the most intense
Spring Football, in terms of defense, that I have seen since I
have been here," Blackney
said. 'Towards the end, there
was some serious hitting.
"I think that the young guys
are beginning to feel comfortable out there."
And young they are. Come
next fall, the defensive line-up
will include some relatively
unknown names as Steve Rodriguez, Steve Hartley, Tom
Pate, and Greg Cepek.
Senior defensive lineman
Bob Dudley, one of the mainstays on D the past two
seasons, says he and the other
veterans have confidence in
the new players.

"Our defense may be young,"
Dudley said. "But they are
learning fast. They've really
been coming along fast this
Spring. I mean, they're just hitting great."
The Falcons are missing
some of the best hitters the
Mid-American Conference had
to offer last season. Gone are
All-MAC performers Kevin
O'Brien, Artie Mangham, Carlos Brooks, Ken Burress, and
JoeBair.
It Is Hair's unfortunate departure from the game that had
the most impact. Last year, the
junior defensive back led the
MAC in interceptions with seven. He also finished third on
the team in tackles with 119.
However, his back injury in the
Las Vagas Bowl ended his career prematurely.
"There's no two ways about
it," Blackney said. "We're go-

ing to miss Joe Bair. We had
planned on building the team
around Joe, and the fact that he
can't come back puts a lot of
pressure on people."
Much of the pressure will fall
upon the massive shoulders of
Dudley and fellow lineman
Clint Frazier, who anchor an
impressive defensive line.
Dudley, 6-foot-S and 280
pounds, led the line last season
with 49 tackles. Other honors
he received include Academic
All-MAC and Academic A1IAmerican. The strongest man
on the squad, Dudley will be
asked at times to carry the
team.
"Bob Dudley and Clint Frazier are two of the most quality
players I have coached,"
Blackney said. "They are two
players who have dedicated
themselves to playing the best
football of their lives in their

1993 Schedule
Sept. 4
Sept. 11
Sept. 25
Oct. 2
Oct. 9
Oct. 16
Oct. 23
Oct. 30
Nov. 6
Nov. 13
Nov. 20

at Virginia Tech
CINCINNATI
at Navy
TOLEDO* (Homecoming)
at Ohio*
AKRON'
at Ball State*
at Miami*
KENT*
at Central Michigan*
WESTERN MICHIGAN*

All times Eastern

4:00
1:30
1:30
1:30
1:30
1:30
1:30
1:00
1:30
1:00
1:30

senior season.
"We will be counting on
them."
Dudley deflected the attention to his line-mate, Frazier.
"Clint will be just great next
year," Dudley said. "He was
named Most Inspirational this
Spring. I think the line as a
whole will really get a chance
to shine next year. We have
great expectations."
The lint-backing spots will be
just as competitive, although
less experienced.
One of the bright spots in the
corps and on the entire defensive line-up will be junior inside linebacker Vince Palko. At
6-foot-2 and 220 pounds, Palko
is very mobile on the field. And
this season he should be able to
dart from behind the shadows
of two great Falcon players.
In 1991, Palko finished second on the team in tackles, behind All-MAC backer Mike
Calcagno. Last season, he was
again team runner-up, this time
to Mangham. Palko should finally emerge as the best stopper on the BG squad.
Palko's counterpart at inside
linebacker will most likely be
returning It-Herman Jason
Woullard. The outside spots
could be occupied by any combination of Trevor Stover, Lee
Boyer, Willie Gibson, and ChacheLeal.
While the 3-4 set seems to be
solid, the defensive backfield
appears to be the weakest facet
of the squad. As mentioned.
Brooks, Burress, Bielinski and
Bair are no longer with the Falcons. But when the Killer B's
See LINE, page seven.
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STUDYING
FOR
FINALS?
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Announcing the Finals Week

EXAM CRAM
THURSDAYS IN THE
BOWL-N-GREENERY
9PM TO MIDNIGHT
STEP 1 PRESENTS:

in the

Off-Campus Student Center
(Ground Level, Moseley Hall)

OPEN 24 HOURS
6:00 p.m. Sunday to 3:30 p.m. Friday

CHAMBER JAZZ
QUARTET
APRIL 29TH

All Studiers Welcome!
Co -sponsored by the Hazel H. Smith Off-Campus Student Center,
a division of Student Affairs,
the First-Year Off-Campus University Students and the NonTraditional
Student Association
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The BG News

Knicks: problem for Pacers
The Associated Press
Things are really stacked
against the Indiana Pacers as
they open the NBA playoffs.
They have to play the New
York Knicks, who have the
Eastern Conference's best record and a 20-game winning
streak at home. They are coming
in having lost three of four
games. They haven't gotten past
the first round of the playoffs
since 1976, winning just three of
17 games in that span of five
postseason appearances. And,
they went and got the Knicks
mad by beating them in their
latest meeting.
"We still have a bad taste in
our mouths from them beating us
a few weeks ago," Knicks guard
John Starks said, referring to the

Pacers' 108-94 victory at Market
Square Arena on April 16, their
only win in four games with New
York this season.
So, in addition to all the abovementioned problems facing the
Pacers square in the face when
the best-of-5 series opens in New
York Friday night, there is also a
touch of revenge from a team
which finished 60-20, a record
topped only by the Phoenix Suns
who won two more games, and
which allowed a league-low 95.4
points per game.
"We won the division, got the
homecourt advantage in the conference and won 60 games,"
Knicks center Patrick Ewing
said. "Things look very bright."
The playoffs get underway
Thursday night with New Jersey
at Cleveland, Charlotte at Boston,
the Los Angeles Clippers at

Houston and San Antonio at Portland. In addition to the Pacers-Knicks, Friday night's games include Atlanta at Chicago, Utah at
Seattle and the Los Angeles
Lakers at Phoenix.
Indiana coach Bob Hill used to
be the head man with the Knicks,
but he was let go after going
20-46 as an in-season replacement for Hubie Brown in
1986-87.
"That was a long time ago,"
Hill said. "It isn't even a part of
my thinking as I prepare for the
playoffs."
He's hoping the Pacers are better than the way they ended the
season in finishing 41-41.
"When you go to the playoffs,
the environment changes right
away, and hopefully the attitude
changes," Hill said.
He said his team matches up

well with the Knicks and the
season's results are deceiving.
"They got us once really good
in New York," Hill said. "Other
than that, the games have been
close. ... It's not like they dominated. The fact that we won here
the last time is certainly going to
be good for our confidence. You
always have to try your best, to
try and go out and win one of
those first two on the road."
Utah also has to come up with
one of those road victories, and
the Jazz's effort may be helped
by the return of 7-foot-4 center
Mark Eaton.
The mainstay of Utah's interior
defense for a decade, Eaton underwent knee surgery in late October. He had just begun to return to form when a sprained
lower back put him back on the
injured list April IS.

LINE.
Continued from page six.

left town, did they take the "D"
with them?
"Of course we're going to miss
those guys," Blackney said.
"They played some great games
for us for the past couple years.
But I think that this year's
players learned a lot from watching them last season."
Dudley agreed.
"A lot of them, now that they
have a chance to travel, will
make the most of it"
Blackney pointed to one transition as a key to the revamped
defense. George Johnson, who
rushed for 300 yards and four
touchdowns last season, has been
converted to cornerback, in order to bolster the young squad.
Johnson, who hasn't played defense since high school, made the
switch this Spring. The results
have been positive, says Dudley.

"George has been great on defense," Dudley said. "He has
great speed in the backfield, and
he has a really great attitude out
there."
Playing opposite Johnson at
corner will be either Darnell Station or Steve Ayera, both returning lettermen. The three safety
candidates - Rodriguez, Hartley,
and Pate - have but six career
tackles between them, and as
mentioned will be asked to step
their game up a level.

AXO "2 out ol 3 ain't bad I" AXO
Hey Beta team, your sisters would like to thank
you for alt your hard work. You did a great job
and we love you I
Congratulations to Beta Queen Heather
Riecksi No one deserved the honor morowe're very proud of you.
And finally. 3 cheers go to all our stsiers who
showed their true land loud) Alpha Chi Spirit.
GREAT JOB, ALPHA CHI'S"'

ALPHA PHI' ALPHA PHI' ALPHA PHI
The women of Alpha Phi would like to congratulate Bnan Thimsng A Bruce Sonnenberg. our
1993-94 houseboys. We all can't wan to meet
youguysll
ALPHA PHI'ALPHA PHI "ALPHA PHI

As far as next season, Dudley
says the defense is hungry and
ready for anything.
"There is always added pressure when you're at the top," he
said. "As Coach Blackney always
says, 'We're no longer the hunter
-- we're the hunted.'"
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CAMPUS EVENTS

SERVICES OFFERED

PH ETA SIGMA NEW INITIATES: It you did
NOT attend Initiation, plsaea pick up your
cartlflcatea and plna from ShaHay Alaiandar,»1»0*lanli«uafCaat,bylaay5l

SUMMER STORAGE
Clean, secure A affordable II
Storage for any of your personal items.
Pick up available.
* Call tor details'

WATERSKIERSLasl mlg of trie semester.
Tournament & Rec skiers welcome
Wad. April 28. B pm -109 BA
or cal Mart Ball 447-2879
WBOU
Anentlon DJs: Snow request tormt tor •urnmar and Ml are In the audio. Please pick one
up and M It out If interested In a summer or fall
show Deadline: Friday. April 30
THE3HAHKH
WOMEN M COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
We saved the best for lull
Barbara Burnaide: NETWORKING
Thura., Apdl 20,101 BA 7 30pm

LOST & FOUND
LOST • Black and while kitty 11 months old. In
the vicinity ol Sixth and Hgh. Answers to OtJs.
Owner very upeeli Please call 353-8911.

352 5475
WORD PROCESSING
Resumes. Term
papers, Dtssertabone. etc...Reasonable and
Dependable
Call 352 6705 9 to 9

PERSONALS
AGDBigLoriAGD
You're great, what more can I say?
We're the best bio/lil pair in the USA
Summer's almost here and wel part.
But until next fall, you'll always be dose at
heerll
AGO Little KendraAGD
AGD Little Lynn AGO
Let the bonding and Inendship beginl
AGD Big Kara AGD

•"DEATH NOTICEAttention Students
If YOU have found a Summer Job
ON YOUR OWN that la related to
your Ms |or or Career Goals.
Come to the Co-op Office
230 Administration Building
to register tor:
'Co-op transcript notation which:
•retains your "full-time" status
•lends academic credibility
'E mpioyer eval. of your job performance
'Permanent placement record for
employer verification
All ol these Services are FREE
372 2451 for details
•DEAF AWARENESS WEEK ■
Myth: Deal people are less intelligent
Fact: Being deaf is not equaled with dumb

ALPHA PHI * ALPHA PHI ■ ALPHA PHI
Cindy Nietersfl Keep smiling cause you will always be OUR queenll
Love, the sisters of Alpha Phi
ALPHA PHI • ALPHA PHI • ALPHA PHI
ALPHA PHI • SIGMA CHI' ALPHA PHI
Congratulations to Kim Ells for being chosen
the 1993-1994 Sigma Chi Sweetheart" They
couldn't have chosen anyone sweeter 11
ALPHA PHI • SIGMA CHI • ALPHA PHI

SCAPE GOAT
Cause of death: chronic flatulence,
acute normalcy, flannel deprivation,
and terminal irvjiftenenot.
Final respects can be payed at 10:00
on Thura., Apni 29 at CLUB 21
with opening band Hardware.
All are welcome and encouraged B attend.
There will be NO COVER CHARGEI
(but flowers and a card would be nice)
Who thought a funeral could be to fun?

'"OMEGA PM ALPHAEXEC BOA R0WEVE SURVIVED THE SEMESTERI GOOD
LUCK AND GET READY FOR FALLIII KEEP
SMILINGIII
LOVE, MICHELLE
BOSU APPRECIATION SPECIAL
$.24.85 PER NIGHT
Sun, April 25 - Thura. Aprs 29
Sun, May 2-Thura, May*
COUPON REOCKREO AT CHECK-IN
See ad in this paper tor coupon
and details. Best Western Falcon
Plaza 1450E.Wooster 352-4871.

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

AXO Congratulatons" AXO
The sisters ofALPHA CHI OMEGA would like
to congratulate ALPHA XI DELTA on winning
the BETA 500. Great Jool
AXO

CHARIXSTOWN AITS.
AND

MID AM MANOR
• NOW RENTING*
Choose from choice apartments within walking distance to
campus Summer 1993 and 1993-94 school year.
2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished, gas heat and
water included, air conditioning
1 Third St Apt 4, B.G.

Resident Manager

352-43804

ONE
WORD
CASH FOR BOOKS
UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE

^\

April 26 - May 7
Monday Thursday, 8am-6pm
Friday. 8am-5pm
Saturday, 9am -5pm
Closed Sunday

WE BUY BOOKS

EVERY DAY

>%%

.sr »
• **■ •*»£

3 GOOD
REASONS TO
SELL YOUR
BOOKS ON
CAMPUS...
1. Convenient Location on Campus.
2. It's Ecologically sound.
• Texts are recycled to other
students.
• Texts you no longer need can be
donated to the INTERNATIONAL
BOOK BANK for use in other
countries

3. Top Prices • Great Service
^

DO YOUR PART-RECYCLE YOUR TEXTBOOKS
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Campus Eipreeslonel The Bowl n' Greenery
9.00pm until Monight. Thursday. April 29.
l993reFREEI CHAMBER JAZZ QUARTET
CAMPUS EXPRESSIONS!
Check It out.

This

Gamma Phi-Greek Week Variety ShowDa Its
Congratulations ro (he Gamma Phi Girls and
the Delt pledges on their Ffcwi Place
victory in the Greek Weak Variety Showl

Thursday

Campus Pollyeyes coupons available at dorm
desks.

Special thanks to the Variety Show Judges
Julie Graham. Adam Roth and Jason Jack
eonl
And especially ID Julie Gum ban
tor all her hard worki

Ce*y.
Haw* you heard tie latest. Tha University
Union ha* a book buy back Beaton in ma Pizza Ou»et. They use computer pricing so you
know youl get a lair price lor your uaad books
Ire open Monday. May 3 Thursday. May 6
Irom 9.O0 ■ 500 and from 9:00 - 3.00 on Friday.
May 7.11 see you there.
Jackie
CHAMBER JAZZ QUARTET at CAMPUS
EXPRESSIONS. Thursday. Aprs 29. 1993
Bowl n' Greenery. Nine o'clock unDl Midnight.
CruncherCongrats on graduation I'm so proud of you'
KEEI Lions. Tigers - the Bears??? NOT Put
in-Bay. "Thank you". A.H.P. G.G M.
Love, Peemer

We'd also like tothank the Delis for
hosting such an awesome cook-out on Fn
dayl
Gamma Phi' Darts

Heading tor EUROPE this summer? Jet there
anytime for only $169 from East Coast, $229
from Mdweal (when available) with AIRHITCHI
(Reported in Let's Goi t NY Times )
AIRHITCH (r) 212-864-2000.

HUNGRY?
WIN FREE PIZZA FROM
UAOS PIZZA GIVEAWAYI
ENTER THE DRAWING ON
APRIL 27-28.10-3 pm
EDUCATION OVERHANG
TREE PIZZA"
fromllAO

Darren.
You've made my Me complete Thanks tor all
you do lor me. Let's make It the best summer
ever. I love youl
Love always. Kara
Dear Jen. Mch. Hoi. Kim. Kor. Ang. Mike. Joe
»Tim.
I love you all vary much and you are the best
mends anyone could ask lor Always remember a) our good times lemon drops. Wild
Turkey. Valentines Day. Birthday parties,
slumber parties. Chi-Chi's. Rapper boy G. LMSiba. bowling, road trip 10 Chardon. mood
lights, water lighn. shaving cream, late night
talks 6 just being together. Lefs make this
summer awesome.
Love akvays.
Kathy

DUDUDUDU
Brothers ol the Week: "The Band"
Good luck with finals!"
DUDUDUDU
DZ DZ - DZ
CandyThank you tor everything you did helping us gat
ready tor Beta Your support and enthusiasm
all those early mornings really helped us get
motivated (and awake).
Love.
Cathy. Steph, Amy, Jacey and Chrisn
P S Thanks lor breakfast*
DZ - Stephanie VonAlmen - DZ
Congratulations on your Initiation into Pershmg
Rifles Yoiii sisui'3 are yen/ group o' ro..:
FREE! Campus Eipressions brings tha
CHAMBER JAZZ QUARTET April 29th in lie
Bowl n' Greenery
Gamma Phi ■ New Officers ■ Gamma Phi
Congratulations to our newly elected officers
tor Fall semester
Financial Vice President Mtndy Maynard
Assistant Social Ki m Graff
Best ol luck to you in your new positions.
Ladiesl
inTTKE,
Your Sisters

r

♦
♦
/

'67 Suoikl Samurai
Wider sree tor stability, vary dependable.
65.000 miles, standard transmission, good top.
great gas mileage Call tvkchael 372-1050

Female tor Summer. Available May 10. Good
rate. Cose to campus 4 bars. Own room.
Amy 352-8247.

Mud Volleyball Tournament 1tt9
Sponsored By Tha Undergraduate Alumni As
sedation

Subleasers needed tor 3bdrm.
house on 2nd SL May - Aug *374/person tor
whole summer
Call 353-1908

1971 Honda 350 on off road
Good condiBon. real strong runner

Furnished house 1 block Irom campus. 1-2 lamales needed lor summer Reasonable rant.
Call Deb or Lon at 352-8720.

Need a break from studying? Why not come to
CAMPUS EXPRESSIONS! This Thursday
from 9:00 PM unni Mktnight in the Union.
OMEGA PHI ALPHA
DARCongrefutations on finally having a BOY
FRtEND1lllr»Omoa»lll
LOVE. MICHELLE
Phi Mu * KAREN OUILBAULT • PM Mu
A Happy 21st birthday lo tha cool eat. most
awesome BIG! • only 5 more days leftlt Good
luck in Spain! We're gonna miss youl
You're the Basil
Love, your twins Audrey A Margo
Phi Mu Phi Mu Phi Mu Phi Mu
PI Beta Phi
Special thanks to Wendy Rupp and Stephanie
Strancar for all your hard work and dedication
for Beiai Thanks so muchl
PI Phi Lova. Your Sisters

'Denotes 4.0
Pi Kappa Phi' Pi Kappa Phi
Pi Kappa Phi' Pi Kappa Phi
The Brothers of Pi Kappa Phi would late to
thank the sisters of Sigma Kappa lor attending
ourcookout.
Pi Kappa Phi' Pi Kappa Phi
Pi Kappa Phi' Alpha Phi' Pi Kappa Phi

Jack*.
Thanks for the news about the buy back in the
Union. I'm going to wait until my finals are finished betore I sell my books back. Then whan I
slop to get a bite lo eat tor lunch. I can sell my
books back at the same time. ft will save me
some time and let me get home quicker i
Calhy
Kappa Delta
Amy P., Krlsty O . Suepy, Kelly & Rachel
You are the best famayl I'm going to miss you
so much. Good luck Amy and Kristy alter graduation.
Love.Andi
Kappa Delta

The Brothers ol Pi Kappa Phi would like to
congratulate Matt Jacobs tor his recent lavaliering to Alpha Pin Tiffany Gibson
Pi Kappa Phi' Alpha Phi' PI Kappa Phi
PI Phi' Beta' PI Phi
Thanks so much to our great Beta coaches.
You are awesome
SIGN LANGUAGE SHOW
Sponsored by Fnends of the Deaf
Wednesday. Apnl 28
Of lenhauer 1 si floor lounge
9:30 pm
• FREE"FREE*
Everyone welcome!

KAPPA DELTA ' ALPHA SIGMA PHI
Congratulations to Stephanie Hamilton and
John Hornsby on their lavaliering. Love.
Your KD Sisters
KAPPA DELTA ' ALPHA SIGMA PHI
The sisters of Kappa Delta congratulate
Maureen McDonald on her lavaliering to Alpha
Sig Dan Simon.

Money Orders- $.29
Pil'N'Packages
Family Pharmacy
111 Railroad St. (Next lo Klnko's)
352 1693

IIYDIAAV RIVERS

702 4th Street
•Now Renting*
Furnished 2 Bedroom, 2 Car garage w/storage room.
■ 9 (Si 12 month leases available starting May 15

▼ 641 Third St Apt 4

Subleaser lor Summer. 1 bedroom Main Si.
Apt. 3 windows directly above Wizard
Graphica. Great locator Available Immediately. Can 353-3605.

Pi Kappa Phi' Pi Kappa Phi

rrSFREEl
CHAMBER JAZZ QUARTET
Campus Expressions
The Bowl n' Greenery
This Thursday
9:00 P.M. - Midnight

DtBENEOETTO'S IS TAKING ORDERS FOR
GRADUATION PARTY SUBS. M A FOOT.
WE DELIVER. 382-4663.

Mud Is Coming
Mud Is Coming
Gat Excited tor
"Dggm in Die Dal"

The Brothers of Pi Kappa Phi would like to
congratulate its Dean's list members
'John Babel, 'Man Jacobs. Brad Fredrick.
Carl Long, Dave Thompson A Brian Boaree.

ITI be here betore you know it:
Mud Volleyball 1993
"Diggm In the Dirt"
September 18th
Stan to get your team together now.

Resident Manager
125 EAST COURT
.DOWNTOWN

352-43SW

ALWAYS "*^
OPEN

LATE

|\ HIEAL($5)DEAL
£

TheL*Mbl*n and Gay Information Una it
now open 7- 10pm Mon , Wad . and Fri Ope
atofs can halp with referrals to Lesbian and
Gay services aa well aa give information about
tha Lesb-an and Gay community. Informabon
concerning the Leeblan and Gay Alliance can
also be obtained 352-6242 (LAGA)
TOM GORMAN
POUYEYES
Set. May 1 at 9:30pm

U.S. - Canada - Mexico Recent grad w motor
home seeks travel mates. Reasonably priced.
Enc (007) 723-.403.
UAOUAO-UAO-UAO
FREE pizza from Pizza Outlet.
Register today from 10am • 3pm
at the Education Building overhang.
Totally free with your BG ID.
Wednesday's Spaghetti $1 25 with ad. 4-9pm
Inside Only $1 extra tor salad.
Campus Pollyeyet 440 E. Court
WFALCaN. 14 and HowarcTa Club H present
Muddy Boggs & the Augie Dogs on Thurt..
April 29tt.

WANTED

V*f ~/WITH COUPON

I 2 WINGS / FRY / SODA
OR
1 PHILLY/FRY/SODA
OR

I

SPECIAL / FRY / SODA

STEAK SANDWICHES-BUFFALO WINGS
iDELI SANDWICHESHOAGIES-COLD BEERi

"MR SPOT'S PhifaddphTaCheese "
Steak Sandwiches and Buffalo Wings
hit two geographical gastronomic
delight spots,for sure."
Bob Talbert, Detroit Free Press
352-SPOT «352-7768
FAST FREE DELIVERY

" 2 Summer aubleasara needed "
Excellent house, doss to campus.
Rani is cheap and negotiable
Call 3533S36 tor details.
2 room apt. ID sublet Troup Ave Easy walk lo
class • Avail, now thru 6/15. Price reduced
Paler. 353-1445. Orads pro!
Air-conditioned. 1 Br. apt. available lor sublease Irom late May/early June B August 16.
Located just 2 short blocks Irom campus, il can
be yours lor just $350 tor the entire summer. II
you need a place tor second summer session,
but dont want to pay rent tor May-thia is Hie
plecelCall 352-69 22-leave message.
CHEAP SUMMER HOUSINGI
$120/monthl May 15 lo August 15.
Call 352-4782.
Female roommate needed
to shares bdrm. house
Can Robin 353 6935
Housemate wanted. Non-smoker, own room.
Summer t or 1993-94. $150 plus ullmes Call
Lanoa 655-3064.
Mala roommate for Aug. 93 May 94.
$145/montti * ull. 4 bedroom, dose to campus. Ca» 354-7237 betore 1000pm

Check out BUFF Apartments
We've Changed!
• All new kitchens
• All new carpet throughout
the apartment
• Air Conditioning
1470 and 1490 Clough
*We have a limited number of new
Columbia Court apartments
available

Greenbriar Inc.
224 W. Wooster
352-0717

Sublease's needed. 233 W. Merry.
4 bdrm. house from May lo August.
Ren I neg Call 352-0400.
Wanted: 2 fun roommalee to share house on E.
Wooster. $160/month Own room 352-5068

Rmie. warned - Room avail, now. $170/mo
lr?util Call 35? 8661
Roommate wanted tor 93-94. Male or lemale
Close to campus. For details, can Joe at
372-3683.

1979 BLACK CJ 5 JEEP
BRAND NEW 50-SERIES TIRES
ASKING $1500 CALL 372 5395.
386-16 SX Motherboard w/ 5 M RAM and co
processor, mouse. VGA card. DOS. $325. 3
beer mirrors. $35 each Call Scon 353-5501
87 Honda CBR 000 Excellent condition. Ask
ing $3000. Call Vinwe at 354-6302.
88 Fiero 60.000 mi. Formula. Totally loaded. 5
spd..$6300.CaJM-727-1123

ACTORS PRCOUCTION HELP
Horror movie this summer

DOUBLE LOFT $451
Very sturdy, lire rslardant.
Musi sen ASAPI
Call Melissa 2-4594.

CaJ Tony 352-5068
BUSINESS ICC4JMUNICATION MAJORS
Summer work co-op. earn 3 hrs. credit. Career
training $470 per week 2 5 GPA required. Call
office tor interview - 352-4135.
Child care in my home. 11 30 4 30/3 4 days a
week. Must have car. References required.
May and June only. 352-0764.

Double koft. white. Are-retardant. $125 neg
Must sell ASAP. Call Julie at 372-4069.
Earth Day T-Shlrta
ON SALE In College Park
Room 153 for $10 00
April 26-Haet

Cleveland Yachting Club
Head line cook, restaurant servers, bussers,
bartenders Stan date May 15 E idusive yachting dub provides great sum package Personal interview between 2-4pm 200 Yacht Club
Dr. Rocky River. OH 44116.

H-frame double loft, fire reavdant $75 OBO

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING - Earn
*2.000./montti • world travel (Hawaii. Mei
ico. the Caribbean, etc.) Holiday. Summer and
Career employment available. No experience
necessary For employment program call
1-206-634-0468 ext.C5544.

Moving sale* Casio electronic typewriter with
digital display. $50 or bast offer. Call 352-1672

Customer Sale vService
Summer Work
$825 and up. Stan PT/FT and may conune
10-40 hra^vk Flex schedule around classes.
Start at entry level w/ career advancement
available. No door-to-door or telemarketing. No
exp. needed. College scholarships awarded.
Interview at main office and work locally. Appfccation into -419-666-1726
EASY ASSEMBLY any hours. $339.84 week.
family ol 3 earns $4417.92 monthly FREE InformaOon-24 Hour Hotline 601-379-2900. Copyright a OH029452.
EASY WORKI EXCELLENT PAYI ASSEMBLE
PRODUCTS AT HOME. CALL TOLL FREE
1-800-467-5566 EXT. 5972
GUARANTEEDI400
Two student dubs needed for fall project. Your
group GUARANTEED at least $40000 Must
can BEFORE END OF TERMI
1-800-932-0528. Ext 99

Lifeguards/swim teachers needed lor Grand
Rapids Area Swimming Pool Lifesaving &
CPR dass available tor recemfication. Call
JoAnn at 832 3505 or Susan at 832 0536

Radar Detector - $25 OBO

Schwinn mt. bike tor salt.
21 speed rapid-fire, toe dips, etc.
Good condition; asking $200 neg.
Call 352-3690 for into.

FOR RENT
1 or 2 needed tor apt. across from Club H. own
bdrm. AC. $166/mo. utU pd. 17S 1/2 N Mam
Si Apt. B (kill at top of stairs), over 21 prtrd.
Come in late afternoon or evening.
1 or 2 subleasers needed for Summer.
$31 a month, dose to campus 6 downtown.
2 5143. Heather or Stephanie.
1 to 2 summer subleasers.
Call Donna or Kelly at 353-2516.

12 month leases starting May 15.1993:
609 Fifth St. - 2 Br. House $420 . UM
613 Fifth St -2 Br. House-$550. UW
Sieve Smith-352-8917

APARTMENTS
601 THIRD
Grads 12 month lease
704 FIFTH
9 mo., 12 mo., A summer leases
710 SEVENTH
12 month leases

Apt. tor summer rent. May Aug rent already
paid, you pay June and July Call 352- 7066.
Buckeye Self-Storage
Summer Storage Units Available. Many sizes
Why haul it home ? Call 352 1520
Campus area. 2 bdrm.
apt. Off street parking
354-1790

Carty Rentals ■ 352-7365
Single rooms for rant.
Starting at $190/mo. ind al mil.
CHEAP Sublease Msy III Aug. 2 brm ml
AC. Call 353-6804.

222 KJQOT 828
2 Bedroom, furnished for 2,3, or 4 people
Saving the best for last

352-3445

352-9378

R.E. Management
"Quality Off-Campus Housing"
113 Railroad Si.
(next to Klnko's)
352-•302
Stop in for a complete
Summer A Fall Housing List'

Rooms avail, to grad. students m BG home.
Call 352-1631 or 354-6701.

Spring semester leases.

Village Green Apartments
354-3533
Subleaser needed lor summer
Campus Manor (behind Klnko's)
$142 50,'mo includes everything, share room
CALL BRIAN 372-1046
SUBLEASERS NEEDED FOR SUMMER WJ
FOX RUN $150 month • util 354-0106
Summer Apartment Sublease
2 bdrm.. A/C. Ooae to campus.
Make us an offer' 353-3407

Summer rent S. College
Will pay May's rent
and part Aug. Call April 352-6553

Summer subleaser needed.
May-August
$100a month
Your own bedroom
354-5838. ask for Bill W
THE HIGHLANDS
JAY-MAR APARTMENTS
Now leasing for Summer and Fall. 1 A 2 bdrms,
quiet, spacious, comfortable w caring management. A/C & on site maintenance. Graduates or serious students. Call Mate at
354-6036.11-6 pm.

ICENTER FOR CHOICF

e Abortion through
20 weeks
e Morning after
treatment

Cozy 1 bedroom unfurnished apanment. Quiet,
dose to downtown Grads. couple, serious
student prelerred $330 • gas. alec. 352-1196
or 352-4113. Available 5/9

PROUD TO
BE PRO-CHOICE

FALL/SUMMER RENTALS
Georgetown Manor • 600 Third St.

I6 N. Huron
Toledo. Oh. 43604
Phone
1419)255-7769 or

357 4966

1-800 589 6005
Excellent location, fully furnished.
air conditioned, competitive rates.
Check us out before you rent.

Call 352 4966

CINEMARK THEATRES

CINEMA 5 ™»7 1
All shows $3.00 after 6 pm
with Student ID
Benny and Joon - PG
Johnny Depp Mary Stuart Master son
1:00. J:10. 520. 728.6:40, 12:15

? APT IllJVriNG ?
? PROCRASTINATOR ?
? TOO LATE ?

$50 OFF 1st Month's Rental HAVEN HOUSE
Special 2 person rales.
'Valid for 9or 12 mos. leases.

352-6047.

1234 N. Main St.
■84 VW Rabbit diesal
AC. AM-FM cassette - 4 door. 4 apd. Esc
condition Call 352-8369

PREFERRED PROPERTIES

Summer sublease - $225 ♦ util.
Upper floor of 2-story house.

Carty Rentals •352-7365
2 and 6 bdrm. apts 93-94 school year.
9ai2mo leases available.
Reasonable Summer rates avail, also.
Office located at 316 E. Marry (3.
Hours: 10-5. Call for mlo or appt.

FOR SALE

Now leasing 1, 2.6 3 bedroom apartments and
houses tor Fall 93 Yes. we do alow petal
3548800

Apartments - Clean, spacious, 2 bdrm. turn,
w/dishwasher. Most utilities paid. Call
354-0401 or 623-6015 lor into.

TELEMARKETING SALES
FULL T»*E (DAYS)
PART-TIME (FLEXIBLE EVENINGS)
BASE PAY GUARANTEED PLUS BONUSES

WANT A GREAT SUMMER JOB?
Work tor College Pro Painters and earn the
best wages and benefits around Work on tie
east side of Cleveland Can Charles Koim ai
(216)2912665.

354-2260

352-3445

CARTY RENTALS "• 352-7365
Reasonable Summer rentals.
Apartments & single rooms.

Tha BO News
needs an experienced typist/proolreader
to typeset classified advertising
Must be avail 11am-2pm M.W.F Start Fall
•••REQUIREMENTS'"
Computer experience Accurale & Speedy
Proficient Speller 6 Proofreader
Apply at Student Employment

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
319 E Wooster St
(across from Taco Bell)
SUMMER $ FALL RENTALS
Over 500 units with
Super Locations
CALL

2 blocks away, pool, clubhouse

Telemarketing positons now available. Must be
reliable and motivated Guaranteed $4.2&hr.
* commission. Minimum of 15 hours/week.
Evening and weekends required. Apply Monday through Friday after 4pm at 113 N. Main.
Ebsco Telemarketing Service

NATIONAL COMPANY DESIRING TO HIRE
TELEPHONE SALES REPRESENTATIVES.
WORK FROM THE COMFORTS OF OUR
MODERN SALES OFFICE USING SIMPLI
FIED AUTOMATED DIALING SYSTEM. IF
YOU WOULD LIKE. WORK PART-TIME NOW
AND FULL TIME IN THE SUMMER. OUTSTANDING COMPENSATION PROGRAMS
INNOVATIVE AND LUCRATIVE BENEFIT
PROGRAMS. CALL 865-3566 BETWEEN
9 30AM 4 30PM (MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY^

354-2260
HOUSES FOR RENT
May 16,1993 noon to May 7.1994 noon.
7221/2 Elm-1 bdrm limit i person.
140 1/2Manvskt-2bdrm. kmil3.
/l 5 Second 3 bdrm limit 3

1-2 rmtes needed tor Fall '93/Spnng '94
and/or Summer '93 $235/mo. & elec. Right
across the street from campus. ArC. own
room Call 372-6412.

2 lemale subleasers needed tor summer to live
with two females Close to campus Cheap.
Call 353 6515

SUMMER WORK EXCHANGE PROGRAM
Work out wast with host family. Save $3900 tor
school. 1 -600-533-7977 ext. 2567

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
319 E Wooster (across from Taco Boll)

Special Spring Rates

SUMMERCAMP EMPLOYMENT
YMCA Summer Camp between Akron 6 Canion, OH. 250 acres and Full-range programming is looking tor MALE STAFF to live with
campers and help with programming. $120 ♦
pe r week & room and board.
CAMP YMCA 1800) 944-9705

SUMMER JOBS
Join the fight tor National Health Care, Great
Lakes clean-up and fair electric rales. Ohio's
largest consumer protection group is now hiring. Earn $4200 to $5000 by labor day. Full
time, permanent and summer positions available. Hours 1:30-10. Paid training/benefits/travei options Call today lor an
interview (419) 241-6587

Houses, 1 A2bdrm.apts.
9 month, year and summer leases
352-7454

1-2 male subleasers tor Summer. Large 2
bdrm, 2 bam. AC. lurn apt. Rent $207.50 TTL
. elec (neg ) 353-5207.

2 Female subleasers desperately needed lor
'93-94 school year. Furnished apartment w/
basement Call 2 1787 or 2-1784.

Summer Employment el Put-in Bay
Island Bike Rental Is now hiring lor seasonal
work. For applications call 285-2016 or wnte
P.O. Box 419, Put m-Bay. OH 43456. Housing
is available.

Houses lor Rent
12 mo. laaaas - May or Aug.
Tenant pays utilities -1 mo. dap.
734 Elm., 4 bdrm., 2 bath, $700. Aug
316 Ridge. 2 bdrm.. $440/May.
Call after 5pm ONLY 352 2330 or 354 2854

Call George at 372-1941

Reliable individual to care tor 8 yr. old in
Waterville. Own transportation prelerred
6760713

Sick ol dorm die? Non-smoking female wanted
to find/share apt tor 93-04. Serious/friendly
Call 2-1315.
SUBLEASER WANTED lor summer. Spacious
apt on Main St. Own room. $1 tovmonth Call
353-1159 or 352-2227. ask tor Der.se

$350353-5324

HELP WANTED

Houseboy needed for next semester.
Call 372 5692 lor do tails

TOM GORMAN
POUYEYES
Sal . May 1 at 9 30pm

♦
♦
♦

April 28,1933

Sandlot - PQ

TRAVEL SMART!
FROM NEW YORK
Oat Way

Ftounilila

LONDON
$209 $389
PARIS

$225 $450
MOSCOW/
ST. PETERSBURG
$345
$690
GREECE/
LARNACA
$359 $718

James Ean Jones
1tt), 3.05. 5:10. 7:15,920.1220 •
Adventures ol Hock Finn - PO
Walt Disney Pictures
1:10,4:10,7:10*
Born Yesterday - PO
onn Goodman, Mela/He Griffith, Don Johnson

9 25. 12.05

Tha Dark Half - R
Stephen King
120.4.D5, 7*0.935. 12:00
Indecent Proposal - R
Demi Moore Woody Herretson
1 05, 4:00. 7:00, 9:30. 12:00 0
Coming Soon
i r.QMSStS • • NOVASa^ Mli'lM-HIHS

TOKYO
BANGKOK

$789
$889

Some tickets valid lo one year
Most tickets allow changes.
Fates (torn ovet 75 US cities
to all majot destinations in
Europe, Asia, Africa,
Latin America and Australia.
Eunalpasses Available
HotT»-lir>m^n*cn I Mfartiirt I*M «fb
Hm irttta to (H*Mjt sfftertMkc*

HISM TRAVEL
34? f..3rJison Ave . KV NY 10173

800-272-9676
212-986-8420-

SUMMER UPDATE
The editors of Update magazine bring you this special addition to The BG News!

Ohio presents parks, zoos Al-Mar offers
byJenl Bond

For those students who do not
have the time or money to take a
vacation out of state this summer
but still want to get away, Ohio's
amusement parks and zoos will
offer fun, sun and even some new
attractions.
Cedar Point in Sandusky, Ohio
will officially open Saturday May
8. Adding to the list of rides at
the park this summer will be the
"fastest, tallest and steepest
water ride in the world," according to Jennifer Link, Cedar Point
public relations representative.
The water ride, "Snake River
Falls," will feature 20-passenger
boats which will take an 80-foot
plunge in a little more than one
second, Link said.
"The boat reaches about 40
miles an hour and when it hits the
bottom it creates a tidal wave,"
Link said. "Everyone will get
wet"
If rollercoasters are not for

you, the park also offers live music and a dolphin show. The live
shows will feature music ranging
from country western to rock,
and dixieland to jazz.
Admission to Cedar Point is
$23.95 for those ages four to 49
and taller than 48 inches. After 5
p.m. admission is $13.95.

In addition to all the rides and
shows, the park will have special
events throughout the summer.
On July 17, the park will hold
its 11th annual beach party with
swimsuit competitions and radio
personalities.
Opening day will be May 15,
but the park will only be open on
weekends until May 28, she said.
Admission to the park is $15.95
for those 42 inches or taller.
Boros said the park is also unique
because the price includes wet
and dry features unlike other
parks.
If roller coasters aren't your
thing, Ohio zoos will offer all you
animal lovers an opportunity to
revert back to your primordial
instincts.

Geauga Lake in Aurora will
also offer new attractions this
summer which make it unique,
according to the park's marketing secretary, Anna Boros. "We
will have a laser light fantasy
about one half hour before the
park closes," she said."The display is done by some of the same
people who have worked with
Disney and who did the Orange
Bowl laser light display."
The laser light fantasy will
The Toledo Zoo is known as one
only be offered weeknights from of the most complete zoos in the
June 21 to Aug. 20.
U.S., according to Patty Mazur,
Another new attraction at the public relations and events coorpark this summer will be the dinator.
"Texas Twister," a ride that
"Everyone becomes a kid when
spins, twists and flips its riders they visit the zoo," she said.
at heights of 60 feet, Boros said.
"This year our focus is on our

Summer i
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ape exhibit, which is one of the
favorites."
The ape exhibit has been totally renovated in the past year and
a half and will be called "The
Kingdom of Apes."
The Toledo Zoo also has a special guest on loan until the end of
June. A male koala bear is visiting from Lincoln Park Zoo in
Chicago. Zoo officials are hoping
the bear will breed with the two
female koalas already at the zoo.
Another unique feature of the
zoo is the hippoquarium. It is the
world's only underwater viewing
of hippos, according to Mazur.
The cost for visiting the zoo is
$4 for adults and $2 for children
under 11. Zoo hours are 10a.m. to
5 p.m. daily.
The Cleveland Metroparks Zoo
also offers several unique features. The Rainforest features
animals and plants from the rainforests of Africa, Asia and South
America. It opened in November
1992 and covers two acres of the
zoo, according to the zoo's senior
marketing specialist, Sue Allen.

volley beach
Students landlocked in Bowling Green can now enjoy a game
of beach volleyball at - where else? - a local bowling alley.
Al-Mar Colonial Lanes, 1010 N. Main St., will be installing sand
volleyball courts behind the building in mid-May and the management is recruiting teams to play in leagues from the end of
May to mid-August.
"We're hoping to have about eight teams play each day
[Thursday through Saturday]," owner Bill Wammes said.
He said teams, which will not be required to have six players
to play, must pay about a $75 entry fee. Wammes said Al-Mar
may also feature some open nights, but added he is not sure how
much it would cost to use the courts.
Wammes said the idea of a bowling alley offering volleyball is
not so unusual, and he added some Toledo establishments also
feature the summer sport.
"The bowling business gets slow in the summer and for the
past two or three years we've been looking for something to do
for those months," Wammes said. "This seemed like a natural
choice in the summer."
Al-Mar will also offer karaoke, for which participants can buy
a tape of their performances for between $2 and $3, on Friday
and Saturday nights from 9 p.m. to 2:30 am. Bowlers will also be
able to win money by knocking down special colored pins on
these nights.

Co-op
courses 1 Swing into BG summer office
outlined
helps in
search
m

M^»

by Julie Tagliaferro

While many students are basking in the sun and tanning, or
working long hours in an office
or store, others are sitting in
classrooms and writing papers as
they take summer classes offered at the University.
But don't get discouraged, because the University offers
several classes and workshops
both at the graduate and undergraduate level which can be rewarding both academically and
socially, according to Dante
Thurairatnam, associate dean of
continuing education.
"Summer Is an enjoyable time
at Bowling Green," Thurairatnam said.
Some students may not want to
attend because of the heat wave
but dont fret - most of the classrooms are air-conditioned and
some teachers even take their
classes outside.
One third of the students who
attend during the academic year
- about 7,000 - take summer
courses at the University, Thurairatnam said.
The typical student is an undergraduate or graduate student
who wants to graduate early or is
making up a class, Thurairatnam
said.
Although most students take
primarily three-credit hour
courses, some students take advantage of the many workshops

by Cynthia Prada

See Classes, page three.

Rollerblading gains popularity
by Kristin Brochettl

The popularity of rollerblading has raced its way from the
sidewalks of the sunny and
ever-warm West Coast to the

windy flatlands on the campus
of Bowling Green State University.
Now that the summer sun
has shown its face, the rollerbladers have once again hit any
solid surface available on campus.
Rollerblading is a combination of rollerskating and ice
skating which may seem like a
new concept but according to
Rock Lemay, co-founder of
Rollerguard Inc., it has been
around since the early 1900*3.
The popularity of rollerblading has picked up in the 90s and
this is evident at the University
with the large amount of avid
rollerbladers who race
throughout its grounds.
Mark McElligott, a sophomore physical therapy major,
said he plays hockey and believes rollerblading offers the
next best thing- to being on the
ice.
Stephanie Greer, a junior

athletic training major, said
rollerblading is an ideal way to
get exercise.
"It's Just a fun way to exercise and stay in shape," Greer
said.
Mike Ruthenberg, a junior
science education major, said
he has enjoyed rollerblading
for the past year.
"I just like thrashing through

campus," Ruthenberg said.
Jeff Krider, a junior mathematics major, said he has experienced a very positive side
of rollerblading.
"I was rolling along when I
ran into this girl," Krider said,
"We started talking and have
been dating ever since."
Although this activity can be
fun, it can also cause problems.

According to Lt. Gene Bran
of the University police, there
are no rules or restrictions for
rollerbladers, but there is a
concern about rollerblading in
the buildings.
"Safety is the key for all students," Bratt said.
"We just dont want to see
anyone get hurt."

'Guard' makes sport safer
With rollerblading becoming increasingly popu- Rollerguard because of the inconvienences the
lar for people of all ages, rollerbladers decided to skates caused for both skaters and others, Lemay
broaden the transportation use of the in-line skat- said.
As part of an aggressive group of in-line skaters,
ing so that transportation could be as easy and safe
indoors as lt is outdoors. The invention of the "Rol- commonly referred to as rollerbladers, the inventors were tired of being turned away from indoor
lerguard" does just that.
Inspired by an ice skate guard. It enables skaters establishments due to safety reasons, Lemay said.
The problem was that skaters were being reto go from outdoors to indoors with ease and it also
makes walking up and down stairways much safer, jected from indoor establishments due to safety
according to Rock Lemay, co-owner of Roller- reasons. The skaters did not remove the rollerguard, Inc., Richmond Hill, Ontario.
See Guard, page four.
Lemay and co-owner Charlie Sharp invented the

Summer's almost here folks.
Get ready for the pool parties,
picnics, warm breezy nights sipping a cool one on the Tuxedo
Junction deck but wait, before
people plan their fun calendars
they better start looking for, yes,
a JOB! After all, everyone knows
those bar tabs aren't free.
For students looking for employment within their major field
of study, the Cooperative Education Office is a good place to start
the job search.
According to David Stanford,
associate director of the coop office, the program offers practical experience in students'
majors during their academic
careers.
Most students who sign up with
the program work for more than
one semester, get paid and the
employment shows up on their
transcripts, Stanford said
Students should take their resumes into the office at the
middle or end of their sophomore
year. This allows time to work
for an employer for more than
one semester. But for all those
junior and senior students out
there scurrying to find a Job don't fret.
Stanford encouraged all students to visit the coop office, 230
Administration Building, and
submit a resume and other Information so they can be considered for job openings.
"A student can leave my office
and 10 minutes later I'll get a call
from a company looking for
someone with their qualifications," Stanford said "But If you
don't come in and do the paperwork, the next student may get
the Job, so you've got to start
early and be aggressive."
Stanford said the best ways for
students to secure a job include
presenting resumes to potential
employers in person and always
following up with telephone calls.
In addition, he said students
should start networking.
"As soon as you get home, give
your resume to all of your family
members and friends so if they
meet someone In your field they
can pass it along right away,"
Stanford said
Beside the coop office, another
place to begin the job hunt here
in Bowling Green is the Ohio Bureau of Employment Office, 400
E.PoeRoad.
Students can visit the office
and search through its microfiSee|obt, page four.
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BG nightlife heats up break
by Jen Armstrong

Campus comes to
life with art shows,
summer musicals
by Michael Zawickl

The University will become a cultural mecca this summer with a
variety of programs within the world of musical theater and art.
The campus will be alive with the sounds of music for the summer
musical is Rodgers and Hammerstein's "The Sound of Music."
Eugene Dybdahl, the director of the summer musical, said the performance will take place in Kobacker Hall on July 16, 17, 23 and 24
and will be repeated for University students returning for the fall
semester on Aug. 27 and 28.
Dybdahl said the summer musical is not just a University-based
function. He said the production involves people from all around
Northwest Ohio as well as members of the University community.
"[The musical] has a good mix of all kinds of professions within the
community," Dybdahl said, "We have a nice family of actors and
singers."
Dybdahl said in the past the summer musicals have been very successful!. He said they have seen attendance to the musicals increase
to between 3,600 and 4,400 people.
Tickets for the summer musical will go on sale July S and will be
priced at $10, $8 and $6. Tickets can be ordered from the box office at
372-8171.
A myriad of different artistic expressions will be expressed in a
variety of different mediums this summer at the Pine Arts Building.
Jacqueline S. Nathan, exhibition program administrator at the Fine
Arts Building, said a number of exhibitions are planned for the summer term.
Glass Midwest '93, a glass-blowing conference, will occur at the
University from May 7 through the 27, Nathan said.
Demonstrations of glass blowing will take place at a workshop aptly named the "Glass Blow Out," Nathan said. Glass Midwest is organized in conjunction with the Glass Art Society National Conference in Toledo, which is sponsored by Glass Axis of Columbus.
Nathan said during May 5-11 there will be an exhibition of firstyear graduate students' artwork in the University's art galUery in the
Fine Arts Building. The art on display is composed from a variety of
artistic media, Nathan added.
The University will display the work of Barbara Bosworth, a
nationally- recognized photographer, in the art gallery May 21-28.
Nathan said this exhibit is sponsored by the Toledo Friends of Photography.
Three folk artists from the Shaa Nxi province in the Peoples Republic of China will have their various works exhibited from July 16
to Aug. 6. Nathan said the exhibition is sponsored by the College of
Education and Allied Professions.

If you have already started packing for the
journey home, think again. The party in
Bowling Green doesnt end May 8. Local
bars are serving up entertainment and specials to attract crowds throughout the summer.
The Uptown-Downtown complex, 162 N
Main St., is continuing its variety of music
this summer, according to owner Jeff Hobble.
At Uptown, open to those 18 and over, selected types of music will continue to be offered throughout the week, beginning with
oldies night on Mondays, Hobble said.
Progressive music will play on Tuesdays
and Fridays, while on Wednesday, Thursday,
and Saturday dancers can move to the latest
in Top-40 and dance music.
The cover charge at Uptown, according to
Hobbie, will be $1.50 for those under 21 and
no cover for those over 21.
Downtown patrons will be entertained by

by Larlssa Hrltsko

With the summer academic
session soon approaching, University students will want to find
inexpensive and entertaining activities to do when taking a study
break.
The Bowling Green community
and the university are offering
such alternatives.
Sport activities including The
Great Ohio Bicycle Adventure
are coming to Bowling Green between June 22 and 23. According
to a representative of the Bowling Green Chamber of Commerce, the bicycle adventure will
tour seven cities with food and
entertainment as part of the
event.
In addition, the Three on Three
Basketball Tournament sponsored by the American Cancer
Society will be Saturday July 10
with a raindate of July 11.
Twenty courts with approximately three to four people on a team

-Po/^
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Live entertainment is also available this
summer at Campus Pollyeyes, 440 E. Court
St. Mostly student-formed groups will be
performing on Wednesdays and Saturdays
this summer for Pollyeyes' crowds, according to manager George Nicho'son.
The diversity of the music ranges from
blue grass to alternative trends, Nicholson
said.
Performers in recent months and weeks
have included Tom Gorman, who sings a
combination of his own songs as well as popular folk-rock medleys.

Mini Mall
Small Buildings
Frontier Housing
Houses

You snooze, you lose!!!

Tanning
supplies

Sunglasses

Park renovates
pool, play area
by Nancy Sulula

Leasing Summer & Fall

Hills Is The Place For Summer Fun

Summertime - a time for a
little relaxation, a picnic and a
refreshing swim. For all of you in
the Bowling Green area this
summer, City Park is the place to
go to have some fun and escape
the stresses of school and work.
And to make it even better, the
park's pool area is undergoing
major renovations this year, according to Bob Callecod, director
of Parks and Recreation.
The reason for the additions is
to expand the pool area and to
give the whole place a new and
improved look, Callecod said.
The pool was built in 1931, and
has only been renovated once, he
said.

"We hope to have all of
the renovations done by
the time the pool opens
on June 5."
Bob Callecod, director of
Parks and Recreation.
A 140-foot waterslide is being
added to the pool along with a
sand and water play area for
children and a couple of sand volleyball courts, he said.
"We hope to have all of the
renovations done by the time the
pool opens on June 5," Callecod
See Park, page three.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
HOUSES, DUPLEXES, & APARTMENTS
over 500 units with SUPER locations

Beach
attire

Picnic
products

Bring in this Ad to your BG Hills Store (Service Desk)
and register to win a Beach bag filled with party
supplies!
i^t

Drawing held May 5th at Noon.
Need not be present to win.
No photcopies accepted.

Name:

See Events, page four.

8th & High - Rental Office
Located in Cherrywood Health Spa

Fox Run
Haven House Manor
Piedmont
Birchwood Place

The Portage Quarry Recreation Club,
Inc. will open for the season on May 29

will be participating in the event,
a member of the American Cancer Society said.
"This is the first time for the
event and we hope to expand it
year after year. It's a lot of fun
and we're really excited," she
said.
The Bowling Green community
is also sponsoring the National
Tractor Pulling Championships
at the Wood County Fairgrounds
on Aug. 20 and 22.
Nancy Ott, coordinating secretary of the event, said this year
the championships have
expanded into six divisions.
"The point winner will win a
championship ring this year designed by the same jewelers who
design the Superbowl rings," Ott
said.
The event is quite popular because of the noise and power of
the tractors, according to Ott. In
addition, the tractor pulling is the
largest outdoor event of its kind.

Preferred Properties

Classes starting soon!
)} Call for more information
*& ^^»^^^ 12701 S. Dixie Hwy.
i© /£
|^ Bowling Green, OH

The Portage Quarry Recreation Club, Inc.

"It's a spot for everyone," Rightmyer said
when describing the summer scene at Junction Bar & Grill.
Howard's, Club H, 210 N. Main St., will be
jumping with lots of local entertainment this
summer.
Blitzen, Rizzo, The End and Black Onyx
are all tentatively scheduled, according to
bookkeeper Marge Walker.
"We've got a good line-up for the summer
months," Walker said.

Entertaining
activities for
BG community

SCUBA
LESSONS
Can be used toward college credit
352-9203
352-8489

singer Chris Otto on Wednesday nights and
crab races on Tuesdays, Hobbie said.
Easy Street, 104 S. Main St., plans to bring
in the crowds with its jazz night on Monday
and live music Wednesday through Saturday, according to bartender Elizabeth Fissel.
The Twist Of fs hope to be playing at Easy
Street this summer, according to TwistOffs
manager Dan Kemer. They performed
several times last summer, playing original
up-tempo music.
Tuxedo Junction, 110 N. Main St., is making a change in both its name and its menu
this summer. Tuxedo Junction has changed
its name to Junction Bar & Grill to attract a
more diverse group of patrons, according to
owner John Rightmyer. The menu, too, has
more to offer including an increased
vegeterian selection.
The patio at Junction Bar & Grill will soon
be opening for the summer, provided the
weather is good, Rightmyer said. Live entertainment will also be located upstairs, he
said, although the schedule of performers
has not yet been confirmed.

9 and 12 Month Leases Available
STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 319 E. WOOSTER

354-2260
(ACROSS FROM TACO BELL)
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Classes"
Continued from page one.
available which are worth one or
two credit hours each, according
to Judy Donald, director of summer workshops.
These are usually weeklong or
weekend courses, and may occur
either on-campus, in Bowling
Green or in Toledo, Thurairatnam said
Popular workshops among
University students as well as
members of the business and
local community include Time
and Stress Management, Donald
said.
This course, which will run
June 4-6 allows students to improve their lives by learning relaxation techniques.
Workshops in Ethnic Studies

and Music are also popular workshops, Donald said, as well as one
on Teaching the Holocaust,
Thurairatnam added.
Most three-credit hour courses
occur during the two six-week
sessions offered - May 17 to
June 25 and June 28 to Aug. 6,
Donald said.
A few departments, including
computer science, offer eightweek courses because of the
amount of curriculum in the
course, Thurairatnam said. Most
of the eight week courses are for
incoming freshman, he said.
Almost all courses offered during the fall and spring semesters
are offered in the summer, Thurairatnam said. Less sections are
offered but he said the number of

courses is relative to the lower
number of students attending in
the summer.
"The summer course offerings
are a condensed form of the
courses offered in the academic
year as the number of weeks is
reduced from IS to six," Thurairatnam said.
If a large number of students
are closed out of a certain course
during the regular academic
year, Donald said the number of
sections of that course will be increased in the summer and the
student will be advised to take it
then.
"We try to accomodate everyone wanting to take summer
courses," Donald said.

Tho BG Newi/Dniae Hrabak

Enjoying one of the many Jungle gyms available to the public, Bowling Green Junior High School student Erin Marten swings through the air at City Park.

Park
Continued from page two.

Children wanting to have
fun in the summer months
can come to the park, make
crafts and play games during the day, he said.
All ages are welcome to
watch movies shown in the
park on Wednesday nights
and attend noon luncheons
in the park on Fridays.
If you have nothing to do
on a Sunday evening, you
may want to check out the
concert series, which offers
a variety of music, that will
take place in the park, Callecod said.
All of these events are
free and open to the Bowl-

said.
The park has been around
since the 1880's, officially
becoming City Park in 1928,
Callecod said. In addition to
the pool, it has had a picnic
area and playground for
several years.
The playground area has
been renovated with a new
area primarily intended for
younger children.
In addition, the Parks and
Recreation Division has
several programs for people of all ages in the park
throughout the year, with
32 planned for the summer,
Callecod said.

ing Green community and
University students alike.
Jeff Lange, a junior
architecture design/construction management major, said he frequents the park often and
likes it for its quiet and
clean atmosphere.
"I have been to the park
on many occasions, and I
found it to be very enjoyable," Lange said.
Becky Gyurko, a senior
sociology major said she
has never been to the park
but thinks it would be fun.

Campus attracts many
for conferences, camps
by Julie Tagllaferro

Whether they are singing, playing musical instruments, participating in a sports camp, or learning about the government,
thousands of high school and junior high school students will be
roaming about the campus this
summer as they attend camps
and conferences at the UniversityDespite the large numbers of
conferences and camps occurring this summer, University
students need not fear an invasion of youths as the events will
not interfere with summer classes, according to Jim Treeger, director of conference services.
"Academics have the priority
in the scheduling process,"
Treeger said. "We generally use
the Union's conference room
space and then primarily use
only the Business Adminstration
and Education buildings for conferences [and seminars]." Although there are some religious
conferences as well as a few
other conventions in which
adults are attending, the majority of the conferences and camps
are youth-affiliated, Treeger
said.
The various types of summer
conferences which will occur include athletic camps, music
camps and continuing education
programs as well as cheerleading
camps, and fraternal or religious-affiliated conferences,
Treeger said.
The largest of these conferences is the American Legion's
Buckeye Boys State which has
1500 high school boys in attendance for a weeklong conference, Treeger said.
The Buckeye Boys State program which will occur June 12-20
gives high school boys experience in the democratic form of
government and teaches them
first-hand how political parties
work, according to an American
Legion pamphlet.
Boys State delegates stay in
Kreischer and Harshman residence halls and eat in those dining halls. Most of their large
meetings occur in Anderson
Arena, Treeger said.
The boys will be attending lec-

tures and meetings for most of
the day, but will have some free
time, however Treeger said there
will be little correspondence between the Boys State delegates
and University students, Treeger
said.
"Generally there is no interaction between people who come
for conferences and University
students, because generally the [
delegates] are in meetings dur-

"Generally there is no
interaction between
people who come for
conferences and
University students,
because generally the
[delegates] are in
meetings during the
prime hours of the day.
Any correspondence is
usually concerning
questions about the
campus."
Jim Treeger, associate
director
ing the prime hours of the day,"
Treeger said. "Any correspondence is usually concerning
questions about the campus."
Junior high and high school
students attending the 10 Summer Music Institute camps will
be working closely with both
University students and professors as well as area high school
music instructors, said Richard
Kennell, associate dean of the
college of musical arts.
Between 20 and 60 students in
grades seven through 12 attend
each of the 10 five-day music
programs offered, Kennell said.
The programs which will occur
in June and July enable students
to play the saxophone, flute,
guitar or keyboard, depending on
the camp they choose to attend.
In addition, there are camps on
percussion, recording technology, choir, jazz, band and orchestra, Kennell said.
University students, primarily
music majors will serve as coun-

selors, staying in Compton and
Ashley residence halls with the.
campers, Kennell said. In addition, the University students will
assist the program directors in
helping the musicians, he said.
"University students were
hired primarily for their musical
talents and will work closely with
the directors and campers,"
Kennell said. "The campers will
have a pretty busy schedule as it
is a really comprehensive and intense program."
The campers will practice between 8 a.m. and 10 p.m. each day
to prepare for a final performance for their parents at the end
of the week, he said.
Between two and three
thousand young athletes and
cheerleaders will be using the
athletic fields and sporting facilities between June and August, as
part of the University's Summer
Sports School, according to Mel
Mahler, assistant director of the
school.
The 10 camps, most of which
are co-ed, enable children ages 7
to 17, to meet with other children
and learn the techniques of a
sport, whether it be baseball,
swimming, tennis, basketball,
football, volleyball, soccer, golf,
or track, Mahler said.
The five-day camps are directed by University athletic coaches, including football coach Gary
Blackney, as well as area high
school coaches, Mahler said.
In addition, he said University
athletes will assist the coaches in
teaching the children.
"The campers will spend a lot
of time with University students," Mahler said. "It is kind of
like an older brother or sister
mentality."
Three thousand cyclists of all
ages will be sleeping on the intramural field and in Kreischer
Quadrangle for two nights as
part of the Sth annual Great Ohio
Bicycle Adventure, Treeger said.
Other conferences include a
national fraternity leadership
conference and a business
leadership conference.
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«P^55 UII per month

$8.25 up to $14.00 to start

f! Fall 9 or 12 mos. leases
1 Bed Apt. - Summit Terrace*
2 Bed 1 Bath - Palmer Ave.*
2 Bed 2 Bath - Napoleon Rd.*

For best chances apply now
Wed. April 28
Thurs. April 29
from 10-4 pm in Union, Taft &
Fort Room

* on specific buildings only

We are offering a limited number
of Non-Smoking Apartments
at all three of our properties.

(Come as you are)

• Great business and communication
experience
• Company with a secure work program
for 13 years
• Flexible schedule
• Advancement possible within first
summer & scholarships awarded to
best representatives
• No experience needed

Resident Campus Shuttle

Office Hour
Extensions

• Throughout Ohio

9-6 M-F
10-2:30 Sat.
12-2:30 Sun.

If unable to attend - Call after exams
Toledo & NW Ohio (419) 866-1726 • Cleveland (216) 845-1111

call 352-9135
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Jobs
Continued from page one.

che Job listings of both
part-time and full-tune employment.
Another option would be
for students to visit the office and register with it so
the staff can actively help
in the search This service
Is free and open to anyone
seeking work.
According to a representative for the office,
Jobs in sales and construction are most popular during the summer months.
Companies such as United
Parcel Service and Burlington Air are also looking for
students around this time,
she said.
Linda Peters, manager of
Flexible Personnel, a temporary employment
agency, 1045 N. Main St.,
said her office mostly
receives requests for construction and clerical positions during the summer
also.
The advantages of working for a temporary service, according to Peters,
are that people gain practical experience in a variety
of work environments and
are able to meet many
different people as well.
After registering with the
service, students are called
on an as-needed basis. Most
of the assignments are fulltime, but may only last a
week or so. The average
pay, Peters said. Is between
minimum wage and $8 an
hour for clerical and construction workers.
"Temporary service
work looks great on a resume because whatever
experience you get in the

Job market Is experience
you will carry on throughout your life," she said.
"Employers like the fact
that you learned to go Into a
new situation and got the
Job done."
If temporary work is not
appealing to students they
can always hit the pavement and make the rounds
to area businesses.
Supermarkets and discount department stores
are great places for students remaining in Bowling
Green to apply, because the
stores lose many student
employees when spring
semester ends, said Doug
DeArmond, manager of
Krogers.
DeArmond said the store
managers also must deal
with employees going on
vacation and need replacements.
"We've already hired
quite a few new people for
the summer due to the increased business we've
been doing since Food
Town closed, but students
are more than welcome to
get their applications In,"
he said. "We're always looking for good workers."
So, for all the poor college
kids out there with visions
of fun summer days and
nights ahead of them. Jobs
to fund those activities are
not out of reach Stanford
reminds students to "be
persistent, get out there
and convince employers
that you are the best possible person for the position."
And just for added
measure, a little bit of luck
wouldn't hurt either.

Events
Continued from page two.

seven different shows and variety acts, Ruehl said.
she said.
"The fair is one of Northwest
For a variety of entertainment,
the Wood County Fair will be Ohio's top attractions with a
Aug. 5-11 at the Wood County commitment to the family at an
Fairgrounds. The admission Is
$3.50 which offers a wide range
of things to do, according to Jim "The fair is one of
Ruehl, manager of the Wood Northwest Ohio's top
County Fairgrounds.

The opening day will include a
variety of ceremonies and a
youth parade with approximately
1,500 children. In addition, the
week will include circus performances, as well as a concert
by a soft rock group. There will
also be harness racing during the
week, along with a horse show, a
demolition derby and a new
event - stock car football
"Stock car football Is great because it gets the crowd involved," Ruehl said.
The fair will also offer such activities as helicopter rides and

attractions with a
commitment to the
family at an economic
price."
Jim Ruehl, manager of the
Wood County Fairgrounds

courfciy «f Skydlve, B.C.. Inc.

Bernle Stelnbaugh,co-owner of Skydlve, B.G., Inc. and an aspiring young skydlver soar through the clouds.

Skydiving options offered
Business enters third year of sending people to new heights
by Kristin Brochettl

Nearly everyone dreams they can fly at
one point in their lives. Many children idolize Superman, pretending they too can "leap
tall buildings in a single bound." But as
adults, this imagination Is gone and many resort to soaring through the clouds, safely
confined to their airplane seats.
One way to achieve the dream of ultimate
flight is sport parachuting or skydiving.
Skydiving has a long history dating back to
the 1100's in China when the Chinese amused
themselves by jumping from high places
with umbrella-like structures, according to
"Skydlve? Who me?"
Gradually, through the years, new technology improved this sport to what Is now a
manually operated parachute, according to
"Skydive? Who me?"
The skydiving craze has been becoming
more and more popular in the United States.
However, for one man, Bernie Stelnbaugh,
co-owner of Skydive, B.G., Inc., Weston,
Ohio, skydiving Is a way of life.
Steinbaugh began parachuting while he
was in the military and has continued jump-

economic price,"Ruehl said.
To celebrate Independence
Day, a fireworks display sponsored by Hills Department Store (jii2rd
Is being planned but no date or Continued from page one.
time has been set yet. In addition,
blades because skaters on the
a Memorial Day Parade is
planned by the American Legion. move do not have the time to
make the multiple changes from
skates to shoes, Lemay said.
"I was kicked out of a grocery
store for wearing my rollerblades inside," Lemay said.
With the invention of the rollerguard, the goal was to eliminate the problem and promote
safety, Lemay said. AU surfaces
can be safely walked on using the
rollerguard, he added.
The rollerguard is constructed
of 100 percent recycled, flexible
plastic with a woven strap and
fastener to ensure a secure fit. It
covers the wheel and has a
fastening system which allows
the guards to be stored on the
skates while one is rolleiblading,
according to a press release from
Rollerguard, Inc.
The rollerguard Is priced below $20.

The
Update Magazine
Staff
wishes everyone a

Great Summer

ing for the past 31 years.
During that time, Steinbaugh said he has
made a total of 1439 jumps.
"It's the ultimate rush," Steinbaugh said.
Due to his Intense love for the sport,
Stelnbaugh and co-owner Sylvia Miller
opened the business, located ten minutes
outside of Bowling Green.
Steinbaugh and Miller have had the business, which is open seven days a week, for
the past two years. They encourage everyone to come out and try this sport.
Their business offers two different kinds
of jumps or programs, Steinbaugh said. The
first is called a static line jump, which is a
solo jump by the parachutist.
In this jump, you are taken up 3,200 feet in
the air, with a static cord attached between
you and the plane. This cord automatically
opens the shoot as soon as you jump out of
the plane, he said.
The other jump is a tandem jump which
gets its name from the fact that the parachutist Is attached to an instructor at all times.
In this jump, you are taken up 9,500 feet,
Steinbaugh said.
As you jump out of the ariplane, you free
fall for one mile, reaching speeds of 120

mph, and then your shoot is opened by the
Instructor, he added.
Miller said safety is one of the most important factors in parachuting.
"All jumps are totally safe," Miller said.
"Our equipment Is new and always
thoroughly checked."
In order to make a Jump, a person must
take a class to learn the basics of skydiving,
she said.
For a static jump there is a six hour class,
but a student only needs a 20 minute course
to do a tandem jump, because the person is
with the instructor during the jump. Miller
said.
The cost for students ranges from $100 to
$115, depending on the type of jump chosen.
The only restrictions that the owners have
is that you must be 18 years of age and not
overweight.
"I know people are scared to jump out of
an airplane. I guess I would be worried if
they weren't," Steinbaugh said. "However,
skydiving is the ultimate confidence builder.
If you can do this, you can do anything!"
If you feel like you want to make the jump
Into skydiving you can call Skydive, B.G.,
Inc. at (419) 352-5200.
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-Why Haul It Homer

SUMMER
STORAGE
At Buckeye Self-Storage

Georgetown Manor Apts.
800 - Third Street
352-4966
I
Summer/Fall vacancies. 1 BR & 2 BR
furnished units. Free alr-conditlonlng/heat/
^dectrlcU/water/sewer/trash pick-up. Competitive rents.
I
Excellent location. Check us out!

Next to Bob Evans
1740 E. WootMr at 1-75. B.Q.

NEWOPEN24HRSSECURITY GATE
352-1520 Call Today!
4 Month Summer Leases,
May 1-Sept. 1
-

ffxff.... $100/4 mo. IffxIO ...$200/4 mo
S"x10\.$1S0/4 mo. Larosr Size* Avail.,J

For the Price of a Movie

eg* w

COLLEGE NIGHT!
Show Times:
Wad 4 Thurs: 8PM
Fri*. Sat:8* 10:30P&

■ fVOW APPEARING
Mill* IMIHCV

I 6318 Heather-down*- Toledo
! SUM MB— tujpilll 867-0041 E
with this ad & student ID I
| 24 Haw Hi Uw 887-8040
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Summer Fun at

AL - Mar Lanes

featuring:

-2 outdoor sand beach volleyball courts
- Karaoke
- Summer leagues
e

- Summer volleyball leagues
- Wed. / Thurs. / Fri. men's, women's mix
- Summer bowling leagues
Wed. / Thurs. / Fri. mixed teams
- Happy hours until 6:00 pm every night!
- Stop in or call for details

*
«*

<p

1010 N. Main St. Bowling Green

352-4637
* Bring this ad in for a free game of bowling!

